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Objectives: An objective protocol of static stretching is not found in the literature. 
Therefore, the effects o fa static stretching program with different stretching protocols 
on flexibility, muscle myoelectric activity, passive resistance, muscle performance of 
hamstrings and the rating of perceived stretch were determined. 
Methods : Forty healthy subjects (24 males and 16 females) aged 18 to 30 years were 
randomly assigned into one of the four groups. The two training groups underwent 
static stretch training ofhamstrings either by a four-week protocol or by an eight-week 
protocol. The other two acted as control groups. The range ofmotion (ROM) ofthe 
knee, integrated electromyography (ffiMG), passive resistance of hamstrings and the 
isokinetic strength at three different speed were determined. The rating ofperceived 
stretch was also examined by visual analogue scale. The assessments were carried out 
before and after training. A reliability study was also carried out on the isokinetic 
strength test ofhamstrings before the experimental study. 
Data analysis : SPSS package was used for data analysis. Results of pre-test and 
post-test measurements were compared by using dependent Mest. ANOVA and 
Scheffe test were used to identify the difference between treatment groups. 
Probability levels were set at p < 0.05. Mraclass correlation was used to determine 
the reliability of the isokinetic strength test. 
Results : No learning effects were shown between isokinetic strength testing sessions 
(reliability coefficient R = 0.831 to 0.957). An increase in hamstrings flexibility was 
found in both the four-week and the eight-week training groups {p < 0.05). No 
difference was found in the amount of ROM gained between the two training groups. 
ii 
Abstract 
An increase in passive resistance was demonstrated only in the four-week training 
group 0^ < 0.05), but not in the eight-week training or the control groups. Pre-test and 
post-test on ffiMG revealed an almost similar amplitude in each group. No changes in 
perceived stretch rating were shown under all conditions. For isokinetic strength test, 
increase of both peak torque and total work of concentric contraction occurred at 
1207sec for the eight-week training group Q? < 0.05). There were also increased of 
total work at 607sec eccentric contraction (p < 0.05) and at 2407sec concentric 
contraction {p < 0.05) for the four-week training group. 
Conclusion : The eight-week protocol and the four-week protocol of static stretching 
can improve flexibility and performance in selected isokinetic testing speed of 
hamstrings effectively. If ROM is the only criterion to consider in evaluating the 
effectiveness of the two protocols, it makes little difference between these two 
regimens. However, if the passive resistance is taken into consideration, eight-week 
training duration is preferable in terms of reducing risk of injury. While for the 
subjective rating of perceived stretch, the results revealed that the mechanism for 
increased ROM may partially due to altered stretch tolerance. Stretch tolerance was 
augmented, as evidenced by increased maximal joint angle and the accompanying 
increased passive resistance ofhamstrings in the four-week training group. While the 
ffiMG value was small, the data from this study suggested that the muscle myoelectric 
activities at the subjective end point of the passive knee extension test ofthe post-test 
condition coincided with the pre-test condition. Thus, increase ROM under these 






直 至 目 前 爲 止 ， 在 文 獻 中 還 是 缺 乏 一 個 有 效 及 客 觀 的 肌 肉 訓 練 
靜 態 伸 展 運 動 的 方 案 。 本 硏 究 以 不 同 程 度 的 訓 練 強 度 對 腿 繩 肌 
的 柔 朝 度 、 肌 電 活 動 、 肌 肉 力 量 表 現 、 肌 肉 被 牽 拉 時 所 產 生 的 
阻 力 及 其 主 觀 強 度 感 覺 作 出 測 試 ， 務 求 能 找 到 一 個 更 妥 善 的 肌 
肉 靜 態 伸 展 運 動 的 方 案 。 
方法 = 
受 試 者 由 四 十 位 年 齡 介 乎 十 八 至 三 十 歲 的 健 康 人 仕 組 成 ， 他 們 
被 隨 機 地 分 配 到 四 個 不 同 組 別 中 的 一 組 。 四 組 當 中 兩 組 爲 實 驗 
組 ， 他 們 分 別 接 受 一 個 爲 期 四 個 或 八 個 星 期 的 訓 練 ， 另 兩 組 則 
爲 對 照 組 。 評 估 測 試 在 訓 練 前 後 進 行 ， 內 容 包 括 量 度 臓 繩 肌 的 
伸 展 度 、 肌 電 圖 、 肌 肉 被 牽 拉 時 所 產 生 的 阻 力 、 主 觀 強 度 感 覺 
以 及 臓 繩 肌 在 等 速 運 動 時 的 力 量 。 
么士里 . 尔口朱 • 
實 驗 結 果 顯 示 兩 個 經 過 訓 練 的 組 別 ， 其 臓 繩 肌 的 柔 訪 度 都 顯 著 
地 增 加 ， 而 對 照 組 則 沒 有 改 變 。 當 比 較 兩 個 實 驗 組 的 增 幅 時 ， 
結 果 顯 示 沒 有 明 顯 的 分 別 。 四 星 期 訓 練 組 的 腿 繩 肌 在 被 牽 拉 時 
所 產 生 的 阻 力 有 明 顯 增 加 ， 其 餘 三 組 則 沒 有 改 變 。 所 有 四 組 中 ， 
在 第 二 次 測 試 時 肌 電 活 動 及 被 牽 拉 時 所 產 生 的 強 度 感 覺 都 沒 
有 變 化 。 在 測 試 等 速 運 動 時 顯 示 ， 八 星 期 實 驗 組 在 中 速 時 的 肌 
肉 力 量 提 高 。 而 四 星 期 實 驗 組 則 分 別 在 慢 速 及 快 速 時 的 肌 肉 力 
量 表 現 提 高 。 
么士 三八 . 
尔口 5冊 • 
四 星 期 或 八 星 期 的 訓 練 方 案 都 能 有 效 地 增 加 臓 繩 肌 的 柔 靭 度 
及 肌 肉 力 量 。 與 八 星 期 組 比 較 ， 四 星 期 組 被 牽 拉 時 所 產 生 的 阻 
5 亦 有 所 增 加 ， 因 此 八 星 期 組 的 訓 練 方 案 則 在 運 動 時 較 易 減 輕 
受 傷 機 會 。 結 果 / ^ ^ 同 時 顯 示 伸 展 運 動 訓 練 能 增 加 被 牽 拉 時 的 忍 
耐 力 ， 從 而 增 加 幅 度 ， 因 爲 經 過 四 星 期 的 訓 練 ， 腿 繩 肌 的 幅 度 
增 加 了 ， 阻 力 亦 同 時 增 加 ， 但 被 牽 拉 的 主 觀 感 覺 郤 沒 有 改 變 。 
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The word flexibility usually brings to mind someone who has the ability to 
move parts ofhis body through a greater range of motion (ROM). It is thought that the 
use of stretching exercises can help the muscles to develop the ability to extend fully. 
This allows the joint a greater ROM. Stretching of muscles has been incorporated 
into warm up and cool down exercise, training program, and rehabilitation program. 
However, flexibility stretching exercises with a sound scientific foundation have not 
been incorporated into the majority of training programs, nor was its effect on the 
biomechanical properties of the skeletal muscle investigated. 
Flexibility is an important, yet often neglected, component of physical fitness. 
Lack offlexibility is often the cause of musculoskeletal injuries (Ekstrand & Gillquist, 
1982) and low back problems (American College of Sports Medicine [ACSM], 1995; 
Cailliet, 1982). Flexibility is not a general body factor which can be measured as one 
quantity. It is something specific to eachjoint in the body (Etnyre & Lee, 1988). The 
level of flexibility of one joint in the body is no indication of the similar level of 
flexibility in any otherjoints of the body. There are many factors which influence the 
degree of flexibility of ajoint. For some joints the bony structure sets a very definite 
limit on ROM; for example, extension of the elbow joint and knee joint is limited in 
this fashion. Also, it is likely that flexion of the elbow and knee joints is limited by 
1 
Introduction 
the bulk of the intervening muscle or fat in a very heavily muscle or obese person. 
These are mechanical factors that cannot be greatly modified. Where the interest lies 
is the soft tissue that can be modified by physical means including muscle and its 
fascia sheaths, connective tissue with tendons, ligaments and joint capsules, and the 
skin. The most common factor that can be modified by stretching is, therefore, to 
change the ability of soft tissue to stretch to its maximum. 
Stretching procedures involve the application of a force to a body part in an 
effort to overcome the resistance to movement about ajoint and to increase the ROM. 
The ROM achieved may be enhanced by increasing the stretching force applied or by 
decreasing the resistance to stretch include both passive resistance and active 
contractile components. The passive resistive components are inherent in the 
viscoelastic properties of muscle, joint, subcutaneous, and cutaneous structures. The 
active contractile components are produced by active muscle contractions of volitional 
and reflexive origin. Lmprovements in ROM produced by a specific muscle stretching 
technique often are attributed to a decrease in active resistance produced by 
reflexively or volitionally induced inhibition and/ or change in length of elastic soft 
tissue. 
Licreased muscle flexibility, therefore, is assumed partly by the result when 
muscle myoelectric activity is decreased allowing greater passive elongation ofmuscle 
fibers. Electromyographic (EMG) techniques can be used to measure the level of 
myoelectric signal in a muscle. Myoelectric signals are generated by active muscle 
fibers associated with the action potentials which flow throughout the volume 
conductor. A sununated filtering signals associated with action potential of 
concurrently active motor units can be detected by surface electrode ofEMG. 
2 
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Methods of improving flexibility range from those involving rapid or ballistic 
types of movement to those that required slow positioning and static stretching. 
Although research has both methods to be equally effective (De Vries, 1962), the 
static stretching method may be preferred, since there is less danger of injury and 
soreness and the antagonistic muscles are fully relaxed. Static stretching is defined as 
the method involving a held position for a period of time, in which the body segments 
to be stretched are locked into a position of greatest possible length. Ballistic 
stretching is defined as the method involving quick movements characterized by quick 
jerks and pull upon the body segments to be stretched (De Vries, 1962). The ballistic 
types of movement initiates the stretch reflex and can cause the muscle to contract, 
which will actually prevent proper lengthening. This can produce some soreness and, 
if done too forcefully, can produce an actual muscle strain (Cooper & Fair, 1978). 
Recently, another group of stretching techniques known collectively as proprioceptive 
neuromuscular facilitation (PNF) has also been recommended. PNF stretching 
techniques use volitional contractions in an attempt to achieve increased ROM by 
minimizing the active component of resistance attributed to spinal reflex pathway. 
PNF had also been shown to be equally effective as static stretch (Codon & Hutton, 
1987). However, more pain and stif&iess are associated with the PNF techniques 
(Moore & Hutton, 1980). The PNF also require a partner and more time. For this 
reason, the static stretch method appears to be most practical. The static stretching 
exercises are the most popular of all the exercises for improving flexibility. They are 
the least likely to cause the tears of soft tissue associated with the ballistic type motion 
and is likely to promote greater flexibility of the muscle and connective tissue. Static 
stretch method offers distinct advantages and is preferable for improve flexibility. It 
3 
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possess less danger of exceeding the tissue extensibility; requires less energy and 
provides some degree of prevention and relief of muscle soreness. 
Flexibility has been indicated by numerous researchers to be an important 
factor in physical fitness (ACSM, 1995; Cureton, 1941). While most coaches, 
performers and therapists recognize the importance of strength, endurance, power and 
speed, the vital role of flexibility is too often neglected. Well defined protocol 
including mode oftraining, frequency, intensity, time of training have been made for 
muscle strength and endurance training, cardiorespiratory endurance training and body 
composition controlling. However, there is still little, if any, information on protocol 
designed for improving flexibility. Mdeed, flexibility itself, for years the overlooked 
sibling of strength, endurance, power and speed, has come to be appreciated for its 
own virtues as an aid to overall physical performance, and as a protection ofinjury. A 
balanced fitness concept incorporating all the elements of total fitness is essential to 
achieve maximum gains. According to the past records, only some research has been 
concerned with the merits or effectiveness of different modes of stretching including 
static stretching (Godges, MacRae, Longdon, Tinberg, & MacRae, 1989; Moore & 
Hutton, 1980; Webright, Randolph, & Perrin, 1997), ballistic stretching (Hardy, 1985; 
Lucas & Koslow, 1984; Sady, Wortman, & Blanke, 1982) and PNF (Moore & Hutton, 
1980; Sady, Wortman, & Blanke, 1982; Tanigawa，1972). The results ofthese studies 
provide information on how to choose a suitable stretching mode and how to perform 
the exercises. However, there is little experimental evidence to support the use of 
different protocols and the amount of time required to see the benefits from the 
exercises. Only a few of the answers are to be found in the literature, and they are 
widely scattered throughout the vast amount of literature. Therefore, the present study 
4 
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was designed to find a protocol for stretching in order to increase the ROM and, in 
tum, the flexibility of muscles. The particular group of muscles selected for this study 
was the hamstrings. 
The hamstrings consist of predominantly Type H fibers and crosses two joints. 
Li humans, Type H fibers predominant muscles that span more than one joint, such as 
the hamstrings, rectus femoris and triceps surae, are the most commonly strained 
muscles in athletes (Garrett, Califf, & Bassett, 1984; Sutton, 1984). Kovanen, 
Suminen and Heikkinen (1984) demonstrated that the connective tissue of Type I 
muscle fibers was more resistance to shearing force than that which composes Type H 
muscle fibers. This is a possible explanation why muscles with Type E fibers injured 
easily. Hamstrings strain injury occurs significantly in athletes during running and 
sprinting activities (Garrett et al., 1984; Worrell, Perrin, Gansneder, & Gieck, 1991). 
Hamstrings injuries often recur and can become chronic (Garrett, Richard, Nikolaous, 
& Volger, 1989; Worrell et al., 1991). Worrell (1994) pointed out that lack of 
hamstrings flexibility is one of the etiological factors ofhamstrings strain. Moreover, 
tight hamstrings is often found to be associated with low back pain (ACSM, 1995; 
Cailliet, 1982) and inflexible hamstrings is easily found in normal subjects. Because 
ofthese reasons, hamstrings was chosen for the study of muscle flexibility. 
Stretching exercise enhances performance by increasing flexibility (Stamford, 
1984). Isokinetic dynamometer is one method available to assess muscle 
performance. Since the late 1960, the use of isokinetic dynamometer has become 
widespread with applications in research, muscle strength training, and in the 
assessment of patient's ability to retum to function (Duncan, Chandler, Cavanaugh, 
Johnson, & Buehler, 1989; Ryan, Magidow, & Duncan, 1991; Worrell et al., 1991). 
5 
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Li health science, it is generally agreed that to understand subjective symptoms 
and how they relate to objective findings are important. People often feel something 
wrong before seeking medical help. Therefore, subjective feeling always indicates 
some important messages and shouldn't be ignored. Subjective rating scale such as 
Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) (Borg, 1982) has been worldwide recognized and 
is proven to be a valuable aid in exercise testing and exercise prescription for 
individuals who have difficulty with heart rate palpation, and in cases where the heart 
rate response to exercise may have been altered due to change in medication (ACSM, 
1995). Subjective feeling is also used as the point for holding the stretch (De Vries, 
1962; Heyward, 1991). Nevertheless, subjective rating has not been evaluated in the 
stretching aspect. Therefore it was designed to use a scale to examine the 
reproducibility and to investigate if stretching training program would change the 
rating for perceived stretch feeling. The rating scale used was similar to visual 
analogue scales (VAS). Since the early of this century, VAS have be developed to 
measure a variety of subjective phenomena such as depression, sleep and pain 
(Huskisson, 1974). These scales usually consist of a straight line, which represents a 
continuum of intensity and has verbal anchors. The length of line may vary but is 
often 10 cm. The VAS produce a sensitive measurements since respondents mark at 
any point on the continuum rather than being forced to choose one word or level. The 
distance ftom the left end of the line to the mark is measured in millimeters, which 
allows quantification on an interval level. The visual analogue pain scale is known to 
be valid and sensitive measures of pain intensity (McGuire, 1984; Wilkie, Lovejoy, 
Dodd, & Tesler, 1990). 
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1.2 THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
One of the problems worth researching is the possibility of identifying the 
protocol which is capable to produce greater effect on flexibility, passive resistance, 
EMG and performance. Presumably, finding all joints flexibility is difficult. It is, 
therefore, more practical to choose one muscle group for the study. Li the present 
study, hamstrings was chosen. 
Well-designed protocol for stretching can gain flexibility and the 
consequences of improving performance is vital for athletes or patients in the clinical 
setting. 
1.2.1 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
This study aimed to determine the effects of the stretching program on 
flexibility, muscle myoelectric activity, muscle performance, passive resistance of 
hamstrings and the rating of perceived stretch at the point of "maximum stretch 
without pain". 
Firstly, the ROM was examined by electrogoniometer. Secondly, the muscle 
myoelectric activity of hamstrings was measured by EMG. Thirdly, the effect of 
stretching on muscle performance was carefully examined by Cybex Norm 
dynamometer. Fourthly, the passive resistance was assessed by Cybex Norm 
dynamometer in the passive knee extension test. Finally, the rating of perceived 
stretch at the point of "maximum stretch without pain" was examined by the 
"perceived stretch rating scale". 
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1.2.2 VARIABLES AND DEFINITION OF TERMS 
The important variables are: (1) stretching protocol (stretching repetition in 
each session and duration for the program last), (2) the ROM, (3) the muscle 
myoelectric activities, (4) the muscle performance (5) the passive resistance and (6) 
the rating of perceived stretch at the point of"maximum stretch without pain". 
Stretching protocol is the independent variable. Stretching protocol involves a 
few components including training frequency, intensity and duration of the program. 
In the present study, static stretching was used with the combination of different 
stretching repetition and different training period. 
The ROM, muscle myoelectric activities, muscular performance, passive 
resistance of hamstrings and perceived rating of stretch at the point of “ maximum 
stretch without pain" are the dependent variables. It was measured in terms of ROM 
of knee flexion, EMG of muscle and passive resistance when knee at the point of 
"maximum stretch without pain". Besides, peak torque and best total work of 
concentric and eccentric contraction of hamstrings of the isokinetic strength test and 
the rating of perceived stretch at the point of "maximum stretch without pain" by 
means of the VAS was also be measured. 
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FLEXEBnjTY : The functional capacity of the joints to move 
through a full range of movement fNieman, 1986, 
p36). 
STRETCH][NG: A general term used to describe maneuver 
designed to lengthen the soft tissue structures and 
thereby to increase ROM. 
ELECTROMYOGRAPHY : Electromyography is the study of muscle function 
through the inquiry of the electrical signal the 
muscle emanate (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985). 
ISOKINETIC CONTRACTION : Referring to contraction of a muscle or muscle 
group that joint movement occurs at a fixed 
angular speed with accommodating resistance 
(Davies, 1992). 
CONCENTRIC CONTRACTION: A shortening muscle contraction where the 
muscle's origin and insertion approximate. The 
individual muscle fibers actually shorten with a 
concentric contraction (Davies, 1992). 
ECCENTRIC CONTRACTION A lengthening muscle contraction where the 
muscle's origin and insertion separate. The 
individual muscle fibers actually go through a 





1. There is no statistically significant difference in ROM of knee before and after the 
stretching protocol training. 
2. There is no statistically significant difference in muscle myoelectric activities at 
the point of "maximal stretch without pain" before and after the stretching 
protocol training. 
3. There is no statistically significant difference in muscle performance before and 
after the stretching protocol training. 
4. There is no statistically significant difference in passive resistance at the point of 
"maximal stretch without pain" before and after the stretching protocol training. 
5. There is no statistically significant differences in rating of perceived stretch at the 
point of "maximal stretch without pain" before and after the stretching protocol 
training. 
6. There is no statistically significant differences in ROM changes of the knee 
between four treatment groups. 
7. There is no statistically significant difference in muscle myoelectric activities 
changes between four treatment groups. 
8. There is no statistically significant difference in muscle performance changes 
between four treatment groups. 
9. There is no statistically significant difference in passive resistance changes 
between four treatment groups. 
10. There is no statistically significant difference in rating of perceived stretch 
changes between four treatment groups. 
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1.2.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
Previous research and theories have already identified the credit of flexibility. 
How to carry out the stretching and the optimal intensity become the most important 
and primary concem within a training program. The previous literature provides 
information on the relative merits and effectiveness of different modes of stretching. 
However, information of stretching program is still lacking. It is hoped that the 
results of the present study could provide a good protocol for flexibility training. 
Flexibility is part of the physical fitness. As compared with the other 
components such as muscular strength, endurance, body composition or 
cardiorespiratory endurance, flexibility is often neglected and people usually pay more 
attention and invest more time on leaming how to manage the strengthening program, 
increase aerobic capacity and control body composition. Until recently, there is still 
limited attention and research devoted to flexibility component. Well-controlled 
studies in this area is needed. Li this case, it is hoped that the information generated 
from this study could serves as a departure point which will lead to further 




REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2.1 BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL DISADVANTAGES OF 
STRETCHING 
2.1.1 BENEFITS OF STRETCfflNG 
Flexibility training programs can result in benefits of muscle relaxation (Alter, 
1988; Etnyre & Abmham, 1986; Prentice, 1982), enhance performance of certain skills 
(Reilly, 1981; Worrell, Smith, & Wingardner., 1994; Yamashita, Ishii, & Oota, 1992), 
reduce risk of injury ^:kstrand & Gillquist, 1982; Garrett, Nikolaou, Ribbeck, Glisson, 
& Seaber, 1988; Reilly, 1981; Hutson, 1990), increase ROM (De Vries, 1962; 
Henricson, et al., 1984) and relief of muscle soreness (De Vries, 1962; Hutson, 1990). 
(a) MUSCLE RELAXATION 
Stretching can be used to facilitate relaxation. The theoretical basis for this idea 
is founded primarily on spinal reflex physiology. The two methods employed to induce 
relaxation are the static stretch and PNF. Prentice (1982) demonstrated that treatments 
using either static stretching or PKF stretching are both effective in eliciting relaxation 
which is indicated by changes in levels of EMG activity in muscle. Rosenbaum and 
Henning (1995) demonstrated that static stretching can reduce EMG peak-to-peak signal 
and increase the EMG latencies. 
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Static Stretch 
Static stretching involves slow gradual pulling of the muscle to the point where 
further movement is limited and prevented by its own tension. The stretch is then held 
and maintained for an extended period of time, during which relaxation and reduction of 
tension take place. This phenomenon has 3 possible explanations. First, the muscles 
spindles which are the muscle stretch receptors becomes desensitized and subsequently 
adapt to stretch. Hence, the stretch reflex is neutralized. Second, if the tension from the 
stretch is great enough, it will activate the Golgi Tendon Organ (GTO) to depress 
muscle tonicity by autogenic inhibition reflex, ln tum, this will inhibit stimulation of the 
muscle under stretch. Consequently, the muscle's tension will decrease, thereby 
facilitating relaxation and allowing further stretching to take place. The last explanation 
is based on the fact that muscle and connective tissue posses time-dependent mechanical 
properties. That is, when a constant force is applied, creep or a progressive change in 
length occurs, along with stress relaxation, a progressive reduction in tension will occur. 
Accompanying this change, too, would be a decrease in the discharge of the muscles 
spindle's firing (Alter, 1988). 
Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation 
Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation (PNF) is another method of stretch 
that can induce relaxation of a muscle. Its operation is based on the physiology ofthe 
Golgi Tendon Organs (GTOs). Using the contract-relax (CR) technique, for example, a 
limb or muscle is stretched to the point where further motion in the desired direction is 
prevented by the tension in the antagonist muscle (i.e. the muscle under stretched). At 
this point, a maximal isometric contraction for a few seconds is applied by the muscle 
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being stretched. This will cause the GTOs which are the stretch receptors located at the 
junction of the muscle and the tendon to fire, consequently initiating the autogenic 
inhibition. The inhibition is mediated by afferent fibers from the stretched GTOs and 
acting on the motomeurons supplying the stretched muscle. The stretched muscle is 
therefore inhibited and relaxation occurs (Alter, 1988). Besides the autogenic inhibition, 
the contract-relax-agonist-contract (CRAC) PNF stretching technique produce reciprocal 
inhibition that further suppresses the muscle from contraction during active stretching 
phase by the contraction of agonist after the isometric contraction of antagonist QEtnyre 
& Abraham, 1986). When the motor neurons of the agonist receive excitatory afferent 
impulse from the contracting agonist muscle, the motor neuron which supply the 
antagonist muscle are inhibited by the afferent impulses causing a reflex relaxation of 
the antagonist. 
(b) PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT 
Flexibility is a component of fitness that is frequently associated with athletic 
performance. Flexibility induced performance enhancement may result from increases 
in compliance of the muscle-tendon system that results in a greater ability to store 
potential energy (elastic strain energy). Elasticity in muscle fibers and tendons plays an 
important role in enhancing both the effectiveness and the efficiency of human 
performance. Neither muscle nor tendon behaves like a perfect spring, but both possess 
mechanical properties that can be described by relatively simple elastic models. Of 
particular importance is the ability of these tissues to store energy when deformed by a 
force and to recoil after being stretched (Shorten, 1987). During an eccentric 
contraction, mechanical work is absorbed by the series elastic component of the muscle 
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as potential energy, which is used during the immediate concentric contraction 
(Gavagna, 1970; Gavagna, Dusman, & Margaria, 1968). Bosco and Komi (1979) 
demonstrated the force, power and work produced when a concentric muscle contraction 
is preceded by a stretching eccentric phase are greater than for a contraction without pre-
stretch. Part of the improved performance following a stretch can be attributed to a 
reduction in electromechanical delay time (Cavanagh & Komi, 1979) and to an increase 
in muscle activation levels brought about by stretch reflex; but muscle and tendon 
elasticity also play a role. After a stretch, the contraction velocity is augmented by the 
recoil velocity of the elastic components. Muscle behavior is often represented as a 
three mechanical characteristics. A contractile component (CC), series elastic 
component (SEC), and parallel elastic component (PEC) all play a roles in the 
generation of force. While the CC is easily understood, the SEC and PEC symbolize 
different structures that can act like a springs and either lengthen and stretch. SEC 
includes cross-bridges, myofibrils, tendon while PEC includes muscle fascia, 
sarcolemma and some connective tissue (Shorten, 1978). The behavior of an actively 
contracting muscle is represented by the CC and SEC. With concentric muscle 
contraction, some stretching of SEC occurs; however, most of the force is produced by 
the muscle fiber filaments' sliding past one another. The CC generates the force that is 
registered externally by being transferred through the SEC. When eccentric contraction 
occurs, the muscle lengthen like a spring as it contracts. With this lengthening, the SEC 
is also stretched and allowed to contributed to the force production. Therefore, the total 
force produced is the sum of that produced by the CC and the stretching of the SEC. 
Several authors have shown that an eccentric contraction immediately preceding a 
concentric contraction will significantly increase the force generated concentrically, due 
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to the storage of elastic energy (Asmussen & Bonde-Peterson, 1974; Bosco & Komi, 
1979). The mechanism for this increase in concentric force is the ability ofthe muscle 
to use the force produced by the SEC. During eccentric contraction, the load is 
transferred to the SEC and stored as the elastic energy. As the muscle undergoes 
concentric contraction, the elastic energy stored in the SEC can be recovered and used to 
contributed to the concentric contraction. Performance of an eccentric muscular action 
followed by a concentric contraction is common occur in human movement. For 
example, during the loading response of walking, the quadriceps first contract 
eccentrically before changing to concentric contraction. Similarly, the gastrocnemius 
and soleus muscles contract eccentrically during midstance and changing to concentric 
contraction during push-off (Blanpied, Levins, & Murphy，1995). Thus, ifthe length of 
the muscle can be increased, more force will be absorbed during the eccentric 
contraction and more forces will be generated during the concentric contraction. 
Recently, Worrell et al. (1994) showed that increasing hamstring flexibility was an 
effective method for increasing hamstring muscle performance in selective isokinetic 
conditions. Wilson, Elliott, and Wood (1992) demonstrated that increases in pectoralis 
and deltoid flexibility resulted in significant increases in initial concentric bench-press 
work ifconcentric contraction was preceded by immediate eccentric contraction. 
Stretching of a muscle-tendon unit may also affect neuromuscular transmission. 
Yamashita et al. (1992) found that stretching a rat soleus muscle increases 10 and 20 
percentage ofposttetanic potential which indicated increased calcium ions conductance 
in the nerve terminal. This increase in intracellular free calcium facilitates 
neurotransmitter release. Theoretically, muscle force generation will increased as a 
result of increased transmitter release. Therefore this increase in transmission may also 
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be attributed to an increase in muscle force generation. Besides, greater flexibility also 
allows the application of force over a wider distance (Reilly, 1981). For example, 
increasing ROM of the shoulder permits the javelin thrower to get his arm back further 
in the preparatory action and to exert force on the implement over a longer distance 
before release. This can increase velocities, energy and momentum which assist the 
throw in a more effective way. Godges, MacRae, Longdon, Tinberg and MacRae 
(1989) demonstrated both static stretch and PNF procedure improved hip ROM and gait 
economy indicated by reducing the metabolic cost of submaximal waUdng and running. 
Moreover, flexibility allows the individual to create an appearance of ease, smoothness 
of movement, graceful coordination in skilled movement. This is especially true in 
disciplines such as dance and gymnastics. 
(c) PREVENTION OF EVJURY 
Flexibility is of major importance to the athlete. It is believed that the flexible 
athlete is not only more proficient but he or she is also less prone to serious injury, ln 
order to prevent injury, it is important that ajoint has sufficient range of motion and is 
strong enough to withstand the stress and strain of the exercised. Increased flexibility 
means more supple muscles, which reduces the risk of injury to the muscle when the 
limb is move suddenly. Worrell et aL ( 1991) demonstrated that hamstring injured 
subjects were significantly less flexible in both extremities compared to a noninjured 
group. Also, the injured extremity was significantly less flexible than the noninjured 
extremity for the hamstring injured group. Result in this study support the fmding that 
lack of hamstrings flexibility was the single most important characteristic of the 
hamstrings injured athlete. Jonhagen, Ntoeth and Eriksson (1994) also found that 
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sprinters with a previous hamstrings injury had significantly tighter hamstrings than 
uninjured sprinters had. This is in accordance with the study of Worrell et al. (1991). 
Ekstrand & Gillquist (1982) suggested that muscle tightness that restricted the ROM 
probably predisposes it to muscle rupture and tendonitis. Muscle pulls andjoint injuries 
occur when the muscles andjoints have poor or limited flexibility. Muscles possessing 
greater extensibility are less likelyto be overstretched during vigorous activity, lessening 
the likelihood of injury (Bryant, 1984). Previous studies on passive muscle tears have 
shown the musculotendinous junction to be the site of damage in stretching injuries, 
regardless of rate of strain, architecture of muscle and end from which the muscle was 
pulled (Garrett et al.，1988). Why the distal musculotendinous junction is the site of 
failure is not clear. What is know from studies on normal musculotendinous junction is 
that it is a region where growth and length adaptation occurs, elaborate junction exist, 
and extensibility of terminal sarcomeres are decreased relative to sarcomeres throughout 
rest of the muscle (Garrett, Safran, Seaber, Glisson, & Ribbeck, 1987). Safran, Garrett, 
Seaber, Glisson, & Ribbeck (1988) suggested that warm up activity stretches the 
muscle-tendon unit and results in an increased length at a given load, putting less tension 
on the muscle-tendon unit and resulting in reduced incidence ofinjury. Since the ability 
of connective tissue and muscle tissue to absorb force is related to its resting length, the 
greater the resting length, that is the greater the flexibility, the greater the ability to 
absorb forces and avoid strain. Besides, improving flexibility reduces the susceptibility 
to injury since thejoint has greater a margin to yield under strain (Reilly, 1981). 
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(d) INCREASE OF RANGE OF MOTION 
Flexibility of soft tissues that surround ajoint, that is, muscles, connective tissue, 
and skin, in conjunction with adequate joint mobility are necessary for normal ROM. 
Conditions that may produce adaptive shortening of soft tissues around a joint and 
subsequent loss of ROM include prolonged immobilization, restricted mobility, 
connective tissue or neuromuscular diseases, tissue pathology due to trauma, and 
congenital and acquired bony deformity. Adaptive shortening of connective tissue 
resulting from inactivity and resisting movement can be reversed by flexibility routines 
(Henricson et al.，1984). An understanding of connective tissue ultrastmcture is 
essential to appreciate periarticular connective tissue responses to immobilization. The 
two main components of connective tissue are the cells and the extracelluar matrix. The 
matrix consists primarily of collagen and elastic fibers and a nonfibrous ground 
substance, both products of the secretary fibroblastic cell of connective tissue, 
bnmobilization will cause excessive connective tissue to deposit in the joint and joint 
recesses. With time, this excessive fibrous connective tissue formed mature scare tissue 
and created intra-articular adhesions. Besides, there will be a reduction in 
glycoaminoglycans (GAGs) which has an enormous water binding capacity and is 
responsible for this large water content. This reduction of GAGs with subsequent water 
loss will cause abnormal cross-link formation andjoint restriction. Furthermore, when 
the joint is immobilized, the lack of movement perpetuates the random orientation ofthe 
newly synthesized collagen fibers and facilitates the development of irregular cross-links 
in strategic regions of the collagen weave pattem (Donatelli & Owens-Burkhart, 1981). 
Mobilizing exercise maintains lubrication and critical fiber distance within the matrix 
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and assures an orderly deposition of new collagen fibers, thereby preventing abnormal 
cross-link formation. Flexibility training programs may enhance this effect. 
Stretching can also increase the flexibility of a normal joint. Williams and 
Goldspine (1978) demonstrated that the sarcomere number and fiber length increase 
after stretching for a long time. Stretching can also lower the resistance originates from 
the surrounding connective tissue and thereby increase the ROM (De Vries, 1962). 
(e) PREVENTION OF MUSCLE SORENESS 
The use ofstatic stretching technique following unaccustomed exercise seems to 
provide some measure of prevention of ensuing muscular distress and to provide a 
usefiil technique for the relief of chronic muscular distress such as shin splint in some 
athletes (De Vries, 1961). Bryant (1984) also demonstrated that stretching reduces the 
next-day muscle soreness that often results from a strenuous work. De Vries (1966) 
pointed out that increased level ofEMG activity was directly related to the level ofpain 
symptoms. The increased level of EMG could be decreased by a program of static 
stretching. Seventy- seven percent ofhis subjects reported less soreness in the stretched 
muscle than in muscle that was not stretched. Likewise, decreased electrical activity 
was directly related to the disappearance of the pain. 
2.1.2 THE POTENTIAL DISADVANTAGES OF STRETCHING 
In evaluating one's flexibility and formulating a flexibility training program, one 
must consider not only the benefits of increased flexibility but also the potential injury 
and in tum impairment of function and performance. Although it may be assumed that 
flexibility can reduce the incidence of injury, some researchers contend that flexibility 
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training might actually increase the risk of injury especially for those with hypermobile 
joints. Jackson et al. (1978) claimed a strong association between injuries and 
hypermobile joints. Balaftsalis and Greece (1983) demonstrated that the knee joint 
laxity contribute to football players' injuries. Barrack, Skinner, Brunet and Cook (1983) 
showed that joint hypermobility may be a factor in decreased position sense that may 
indicate below normal protective reflexes, and thus increase the risk of injury. 
Furthermore, excessively loose joints may enhance the process of joint degeneration 
such as osteoarthritis. Reid, Bumham, Saboe and Kushner (1987) suggested that some 
groups ofathletes, such as ballet dancers, may exhibit an imbalance of flexibility, which 
could predispose them to painfiil snapping hip and trochanteric bursitis. The 
hypermobile athlete who engages in activities that require hypermobility needs strength 
training. Any joint that is hypermobile will benefit firom increased tone and strength 
from the surrounding muscles and the increase of muscle strength can hold the joint and 
to reduce excess muscle tension developed when sudden stretch occur. Caution should 
be used when connective tissue weakness is suspected, for example in subjects with 
rheumatic disease, prolonged steroid therapy, or recent surgical wounds. Therefore, 
stretching exercises should not be considered a panacea. Excessive stretching, 
stretching in an incorrect way or stretching to a hypermobile joint may increase the 
likelihood of soft tissue injuries and leaving the muscles and joints in a vdnerable 
position. 
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2.2 LIMITING FACTORS OF FLEXIBILITY 
2.2.1 MUSCLE 
(a) HISTOLOGIC COMPONENTS OF MUSCLE 
Skeletal muscles are composed of groups of elongated multinucleated cells 
called muscle fibers. These fibers contain longitudinal bundles of myofibrils that 
contract in response to neural of electrical stimuli. Under the light microscope the 
myofibrils appear as alternating light and dark bands whose widths change during 
contraction. The myofibrils consist of repeated cylindrical units, called sarcomeres, 
separated by a flattened bag-like structure called the sarcoplasmic reticulum, which is 
sealed off from the intracellular space containing the myofibrils. Another space 
interweaving among the myofibrils, is the transverse tubule system formed by minute 
invaginations of the muscle membrane (Soames, 1993). 
The sarcomere represents the smallest contractile unit. It is composed of two 
distinct proteins, the thin and the thick filaments. The thin filaments are 
discontinuous and attach to the Z disk on one end or the other, while the thick 
filaments lie in the center of the sarcomere, interdigitated among the thin filaments. 
Motion of the thin filaments relative to the thick filaments occurs during contraction 




(b) MUSCULAR ELONGATION 
Muscular fibers are incapable of lengthening, or stretching themselves. For 
lengthening to occur, a force must be received from outside the muscle itself. Among 
these forces are the force of gravity, the force of momentum, the force of antagonistic 
muscle on opposite side of thejoint，and of the force provided by another person or by 
some part of one's own body. The latter can be accomplished by a pushing or pulling 
force, either manually or through the use of special equipment. Li any event, the result 
is that the two myofilaments slide further apart, thereby allowing muscles to move 
through a wide range of motion. When a muscle is passively stretched, initial 
lengthening occurs in the series elastic component and tension rises sharply. After a 
point there is a mechanical disruption of the cross-bridges as the filaments slide apart 
and an abrupt lengthening of the sarcomeres occurs (Flitney & Hirst, 1978). When the 
stretch force is released, the individual sacromeres retum to their resting length. The 
tendency of muscle to retum to its resting length after short-term stretch is called 
elasticity (Sapega, Quedenfeld, & Moyer, 1981). 
To stretch the sarcomere to a length where at least one cross-bridge can be 
maintained between the actin and myosin myofilaments otherwise breakage will 
occur. Research has shown that a sarcomere can be stretched to 150 percent of its 
resting state and breakage of the muscle when reaches 160 percent of its normal length 
(Alter, 1988). 
(c) THE EFFECTS OF IMMOBILIZATION 
Research has demonstrated that muscle tissue is very adaptable. Sarcomere 
number and fiber length have been shown to adjust to the functional length of the 
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whole muscle. If a muscle is immobilized in a lengthened position over a prolonged 
period oftime, the number of sacromeres in series will increase, giving rise to a more 
permanent (^plastic) form of muscle lengthening. A muscle will adjust its length over 
time to maintain the greatest functional overlap of actin-myosin (Williams & 
Goldspink, 1978). Williams and Goldspink (1973) found that the new sarcomeres are 
added on to the ends of the existing myofibrils when adult cat soleus muscle is 
immobilized in a lengthened position by plaster casts. Similarly, in the case of 
denervation and immobilization on a lengthened state, 25 percent more sarcomeres in 
series were produced (Goldspink, Tabary, C. Tardieu, & G. Tardieu, 1974). Upon 
removal ofthe plaster cast, both the normal and denervated muscles rapidly readjusted 
to their original length (Goldspink et al., 1974; Williams and Goldspink, 1976). 
On the other hand, a muscle that has been immobilized in a shortened position 
produces increased amounts of connective tissue that serves to protect the muscle 
when it stretches. There is a reduction in the number of sarcomeres as a result of 
sarcomere absorption (Williams & Goldspink, 1978). Goldspink et al. (1974) 
demonstrated 35% reduction of sarcomeres in series was found when the denervated 
limb muscle of mice was immobilized in its shortened position. Here, too, these 
muscles were found to adjust rapidly to the original position with respect to their 
sarcomere number. 
2.2.2 CONNECTIVE TISSUE 
Connective tissue is composed of three types of fibers and nonfibrous ground 
substances. The fibrous element are collagen, elastin and reticulin (Williams & 
Warwick, 1980). Reticulin fibers provide tissue with bulk. While ground substance, 
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mostly a gel containing water, reduces friction between fibers and may help prevent 
excessive cross-linking between fibers (Donatelli & Owens- Burkhart, 1981). The 
remaining two types of connective tissue can significantly affect ROM: collagen tissue 
and elastic tissue. Collagen is a fibrous protein that has a very high tensile strength 
(Sapega et al., 1981). It resist tensile deformation and are responsible for the strength 
and stif&iess of tissue. Collagen elongates quickly under light loads; with increasing 
tension, the fibers continue to stiffen. They strongly resist the deforming force that 
begins to break the bonds between the collagen fibrils and molecules. When a 
substantial number of bonds are broken, the fibers fail. Tissue with greater proportion 
of collagen provide greater stability. Elastin fibers provide extensibility. They show a 
great deal of elongation with small loads and fail abruptly without deformation at high 
loads. Tissues with greater amounts of elastin have greater flexibility. ROM is a 
combined result of blending and integrating these two tissues. Where collagenous 
fibers dominant, ROM is restricted. Conversely, a dominant of elastic fibers allow a 
greater ROM. 
(a) COLLAGEN 
Collagen is generally regarded as a primary structure component of living 
tissues. The two major physical properties of collagen fibers are their great tensile 
strength and relative inextensibility. h\ tendons, collagen fibers are parallel and can 
resist the greatest tensile load. h\ skin, collagen fibers are random and weakest in 
resisting tension. h\ ligaments, joint capsules, and fascia the collagen fibers vary 
between the two extremes. Ligaments that resist the major joint stress have more 
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parallel orientation of collagen fibers and a larger cross sectional area fN"oyes, Keller, 
Grood, & Butler, 1984). 
Collagen fiber is composed of three intertwining amino acid chains in human 
collagen, two (the alphai chains) are identical and one (the alpha2 chain) is distinct. 
The three chains are thought to be held together by hydrogen bonds that form cross-
links. 
A major factor that adds tensile strength to collagenous structures is the 
presence of both intramolecular cross-links between the alphai and alpha2 chains of 
the collagen molecule and the intermolecular cross-links between collagen subfibrils, 
filaments, and fibers. Li a sense, cross-links act to weld the building blocks into a 
strong, rope-like unit. Generally, the shorter the length between on cross-link and the 
next, the higher the elasticity or resistance to stretch will be (Alter, 1988). 
Researchers currently speculate that the number of cross-links relates to a 
collagen turnover; that is, collagen is continuously and simultaneously being produced 
and broken down, more cross-links are established and the structure is more resistant 
to stretching. Conversely, if the collagen breakdown exceeds collagen production, 
then the opposite hold true. Some research has suggested that exercise or 
mobilization can decrease the number of cross-links by increasing the collagen 
turnover rate (Alter, 1988). Recent findings have also suggested that exercise or 
mobilization may play a determining factor in preventing cross linking. 
When stretching the tissue, straighten out of the fibers or a gradual slip of one 
fiber relative to the next will occur. Ultimately, this results in an increase in 
crystallinity or orientation that strengthens the intermolecular bonds and increases 
resistance to further elongation. With an increase in crystallinity there is an increase 
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of the intermeshing of the adjacent molecules. Consequently, there is an increased 
regularity in packing and enhanced interchain forces which permits increased 
resistance to deforming forces. Thus, simply stated, collagenous fibers allow 
elongation until the slack of their wavy bundles is taken up. However, if stretch 
continues, a point will be reached where all intermolecular forces are exceeded and 
the tissue parts. 
(b) ELASTIC TISSUE 
Elastic tissue is another primary structure component of living tissue. 
However, they have not been studied as extensively as collagen fibers. The fibers are 
composed chiefly of the protein elastin, together with some glycoprotein, in fibrillar 
form, and traces of collagen, ground substance and lipid. Elastic fibers branch and 
rejoin freely, and are usually thinner than collagen fibers. Such fibers stretch easily 
with an almost perfect recoil (Williams & Warwick, 1980). Consequently, elastic 
cross-links do not weld the molecules into a strong rope-like unit similar to collagen. 
Thus, elastic fibers yield easily to stretch. 
(c) TISSUE COMPOSED OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE 
The body contains numerous structures composed of connective tissue. The 
structures that are of greatest concem for flexibility are tendons, ligament and fascia. 
Tendon 
Tendon binds muscle to bone and the function is to transfer tension to bone. 
The chief constituents of tendon are collagen bundles that vary in length and 
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thickness. Being largely composed of collagen fibers they are highly resistant to 
extension but they are relatively flexible, and can therefore be angulated around bone 
surfaces of deflected beneath retinacular to change the final direction of pull. The 
fibrils making up the tendon are virtually all oriented in one direction, that is, toward 
the long axis, which is also the direction of normal physiological stress. The tendon is 
thus especially adapted to resist movement in any one direction. A study by Johns and 
Wright (1962) determined that tendons provide about 10 percent of the total resistance 
to movement. 
Ligament 
Ligaments bind bone to bone together. Their function is primarily to support a 
joint by holding the bones in place. Ligaments are similar to tendon, except that the 
elements are less regularly arranged. Like tendon, they are composed mainly of 
collagenous fibers placed parallel to, or closely interlaced with, one another. 
Ligaments are found in different shapes, such as cords, bands, or sheets. However, 
they lack the glistening whiteness of tendon because there is a great mixture of elastic 
and fme collagenous fibers woven among the parallel bundles. Consequently, they are 
pliant and flexible so as to allow perfect freedom of movement, but strong and tough 
so as not to yield readily to applied forces. The ligaments together with joint capsule 





Fascia are all the fibrous connective structures that do not specifically named. 
Similar to other previously mentioned tissues, fascia varies in thickness and density 
according to functional demands, and is usually in the form of membranous sheets. 
The fascia that envelops and binds down the muscle into separate groups is 
named according to where it is found. The sheaths of connective tissue that encase 
the entire muscle are called the epimysium. Fascia surrounds single fibers and groups 
of fibers as the endomysium and perimysium respectively. Lastly, there is the 
sarcolemma, the connective tissue that covers the functional unit of the muscle, the 
sarcomere. It is from the meshwork of these connective tissues that the resting 
elasticity or resistance to stretch in muscle originates. Thus when the muscle is 
stretched, the connective tissues become taut. 
Electronic microphotographs have shown that there is a large amount of elastic 
connective tissue in the sarcolemma of the muscle fiber. 
If a resting muscle is stretched passively, the greater the length becomes the 
greater the force required to hold the stretch. It has been shown that this resistance 
does not lie in the contractile elements ofthe muscle, but is due almost entirely to the 
fascial sheath that covers the muscle and the sarcolemma of the muscle fiber (De 
Vries, 1972). Thus it is the fascial investments of muscle tissue with which we are 
concerned in the pursuit of flexibility. This tissue allows the muscle to change in 
length. During passive motion, the sum of the muscle's fascia accounts for 41 percent 
of the total resistance to movement (Johns & Wright, 1962). Hence the fascia 
represents the important factor limiting the ROM. 
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2.2.3 THE MECHANICAL PROPERTffiS OF SOFT TISSUE 
As described before, resistance of muscle to stretch originates in the meshwork 
of the connective tissues. The relative contribution of the various tissues and their 
limiting effect on movement are as follows: The joint capsule and ligaments are the 
most important factors, accounting for 47 percent of the stiffiiess, followed by the 
muscle's fascia (41 percent), the tendons (10 percent), and the skin (2 percent) (John & 
Wright, 1962). 
The limiting factors to movement, then, are muscles and their fascial sheaths, 
tendons, ligaments, joint capsules and skin. With large stretches, most of the tension 
developed in muscle is due to the muscle fibers themselves. However, as muscle length 
increase, more of the tension is due to connective tissue elements outside the muscle 
fibers (Safran et aL, 1988). To increase the flexibility of a joint, one must work to 
change the areas which are most modifiable by physical means. The muscles and their 
fascial sheaths contain more elasticity and extensibility than the other components 
involved injoint motion and therefore comprised the area most modifiable by means of 
stretching exercise and therefore increase the ROM. 
Soft tissue display viscoelastic properties (Stromberg & Wiederhelm, 1969; 
Taylor, Dalton, Seaber, & Garrett, 1990; & Warren，Lehmarm, & Koblanski, 1976). 
Viscoelastic means the tissue will respond both in elastic and viscous manner. The 
viscous property is characterized by the ability of a tissue to remain permanently 
deformed once it has been subjected to a stretch. The second property, which is called 
elastic, has just the opposite effect. Once it has been subjected to a stretch, it returns 
back to its original length. When connective tissue is stretched, some of the elongation 
occurs in the elastic tissue elements, and some occurs in the viscous elements. When 
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the stretch is removed, the elastic deformation recovers, but the plastic deformation 
remains. There is a great deal of scientific debate concerning the microstructural 
identity of the viscous and elastic elements, but this uncertainty does not diminish the 
clinical significance of connective tissue's viscoelastic properties. The property which 
acts to a greater degree is dependent on the type of stretching, the temperature to which 
it has been subjected, and the rate at which the stretch has been applied. The domination 
of the viscous property is desirable for increased ROM or extensibility of the muscle. 
The stretching exercises which enhance this property are the ones which are of a long, 
slow stretch variety. An example of this type of exercise is the static stretch. Lnportant 
properties of these tissue to consider for flexibility include strain rate dependence, creep, 
stress relaxation, elastic deformation, and plastic deformation. 
Strain rate dependence is the dependence of material properties on the rate or 
speed that a load is applied. Taylor et al. (1990) showed that there is an increased risk 
for tissue injury with rapid stretch rates. Rapidly applied forces will cause material to 
react in a stiff, brittle fashion. Under sudden loading, tissue will respond with elastic 
deformation and can ultimately fail or tear, with very little tissue plasticity. Gradually 
applied loads result in tissue responding in a more compliant or ductile manner with 
plastic deformation. 
Living tissue are characterized by the presence of time-dependent mechanical 
properties. These properties include creep and stress relaxation. Creep is the continued 
deformation with the application of a fixed constant load (Taylor et al., 1990). When a 
load is applied for an extended period of time, the tissue elongates, resulting in 
permanent deformation. It is related to the viscosity of the tissue and is therefore time 
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dependent. Deformation depends on the amount of force and the rate at which the force 
is applied. Creep occurs with low magnitude load, usually in the elastic range, over a 
period of time. The greater the load, the more rapid the rate of creep, but not in 
proportion to strain; therefore, a lesser the load applied for a longer period of time will 
result in greater deformation (Kottke, Pauley, & Ptak, 1966). While stress relaxation is 
the reduction of force, over time, in a material that is stretched and held at a constant 
length (Taylor et al., 1990). Relaxation occur because of the realignment of fibers and 
elongation of the material when the tissue is held at a fixed position over time. 
Elastic deformation is the elongation produced by loading that is recovered after 
the load is removed (Hepbum, 1987). l£ a force is applied to tissue and then released, 
the tissue returns its original length. No long term elongation or stretch occurs with the 
elastic deformation of the tissue. Plastic deformation, however, is the elongation 
produced under loading that will remain after the removal ofa load (Hepbum, 1987). Li 
materials that are not perfectly elastic, the arithmetical relationship between force and 
elongation reaches a value known as the elastic limit. The elastic limit is the smallest 
value of stress required to produce permanent strain in the body. Below the elastic limit, 
materials retum to their original length when the deforming force is removed. However, 
the result ofapplying a force beyond the elastic limit is that the stressed material will not 
retum to its original length when the deforming force is removed. The difference 
between the original length and the new length is called the amount of permanent set or 
sprain. This nonrecoverability ofpermanent elongation is also called plastic stretch. 
Since a permanent increase in ROM is the goal of stretching program, practicing 
should be aimed at producing plastic deformation of the tissue. Plasticity is defmed as 
the tendency of a tissue to assume a new and greater length after passive stretch 
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(Wessling, Devane, & Hylton，1987). Muscle fibers are plastic in the long-term since 
they can lengthen gradually by adding new sarcomeres (Tabary & Tardieu, 1972). 
Plasticity also occurs in the tendon because the collagen fibers tend to creep and 
lengthen under sustained strain (Kottke et al., 1966; Lehmann, Masock, Warren, & 
Koblanski, 1970; Warren et al., 1976). It has been shown that a low load accompanied 
with a slow, progressively increased stretch will produce plastic deformation (Warren et 
al., 1976). This can be obtained with either creep or stress relaxation. Warren et aL 
(1976) reported that low load, long duration stretching of rat tail tendon produced 
greater residual elongation than short-duration, vigorous stretching. Optimal plastic 
deformation of the tissue results with applications of long periods of low force stretch. 
The tissue slowly remodels because of a biochemical response, triggered by constant 
force, results in a loosening and shifting of the fibers connecting points with the tissue or 
adding extra sarcomere in the muscle. By contrast, elongation of shortened connective 
tissue, through short periods of forceful stretching, relies upon an attempt to 
mechanically break or tear the connecting points. 
2.2.4 AGE, GENDER, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND 
TEMPERATURE 
Flexibility is related to age, sex, physical activity and temperature. Flexibility 
progression decreases with aging due to changes in the elasticity of the soft tissues and 
a decrease in the physical activity level. Thus, older persons should be encouraged to 
perform flexibility exercise to counteract the loss of elasticity. Some evidence 
suggests that girls are more flexible than boys ofthe same age (Fox & Atwood，1995). 
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This difference likely exists throughout adulthood as well, given the men generally 
have larger and more well- developed muscles than do women. 
Lack of physical activity is a major cause of inflexibility. It is well 
documented that inactive persons tend to be less flexible than active persons (McCue, 
1953; Dummer, Vaccaro, & Clarke, 1985) and that exercise increases flexibility (De 
Vries, 1962). Disuse due to lack of physical activity or immobilization produces 
contracture and shortening of the connective tissue, which restricts joint mobility. 
Likewise, using the joints and muscles in the same activity pattern or maintaining 
habitual body postures may restrict ROM because of the tightening and shortening of 
muscle tissue. Besides of the physical activities, temperature also affects flexibility. 
Wessling et al. (1987) found that static stretch combined with ultrasound increased the 
extensibility of triceps surae muscle. Noonan, Best, Seaber, and Garrett (1993) and 
Strickler, Malone, and Garrett (1990) also indicated that passive warming of the 
musculotendinous unit increases its extensibility. This suggests the importance of 
warming up prior to flexibility training. Therefore flexibility exercise are well suited 
for warm-up and cool down phases of a vigorous exercise workout. 
2.3 NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF STRETCHING 
2.3.1 MUSCLE SPINDLES AND GOLGI TENDON ORGANS 
Muscle spindles and GTOs are the two types of muscle receptors that convey 
complementary information about the state of muscle. Muscle spindles are located 
inside the muscle; they are parallel to the skeletal muscle fibers. GTOs are located at 
the junction between tendon and muscle fibers; they are therefore in series with the 
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skeletal muscle fibers. Muscle spindles are innervated by both large myelinated 
primary (Group I) and small myelinated secondary (Group H) afferent fibers while 
GTOs are innervated by Group I fibers only. The Group I afferent innervate muscle 
spindles are called Group Ia afferents whereas those innervate GTOs are group Ib 
afferents which are smaller in diameter. Generally, the muscle spindles signal 
changes in length while the tendon organs signal changes in tension (Gordon & Ghez, 
1991). 
(a) STRUCTURE AND ROLE OF MUSCLE SPINDLE 
Each muscle spindles consist of 3 components: intrafusal muscle fibers, 
sensory axons and motor axons. 
The intrafusal fiber are encased in a connective tissue capsule. The central 
regions of muscle spindles are noncontractile, whereas the polar regions actively 
contract. Three types of intrafusal muscle fiber can be found. One type of nuclear 
chain and two types of nuclear bag fibers. The nuclear bag fibers are further 
distinguished into two types: static and dynamic. The different properties ofthe three 
types of intrafusal fibers play a major role in determining the firing characteristics of 
the sensory endings of the spindle (Gordon & Ghez, 1991). 
The myelinated sensory axon innervate at the central portion of the intrafusal 
fibers. Most afferent endings spiral around the individual muscle fiber. When 
stretching occurs, the central region of intrafusal fiber lengthen and in tum elongates 
the afferent endings and generates action potentials. Group Ia afferent fibers enter the 
spinal cord through the dorsal roots within dorsal hom and make monosynaptic 
excitatory projection on the motoneuron pool of the same muscle and with a 
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disynaptic (through an intemeuron) inhibitory projection on motoneuron pool ofthe 
antagonist muscle. Therefore stretching a muscle suddenly causes the agonist to 
contract and the antagonist muscle to relax. This dual action is so called reciprocal 
innervation. Once the stretch is released, the intrafusal muscle fiber of the agonist 
muscle slackens and the firing rate of afferent endings decreases. Group Ia afferents 
terminate on all three types of intrafusal fibers. The Group H fibers terminate only on 
chain fibers and static bag fibers (Gordon & Ghez, 1991). 
When muscle is stretched or released from stretch, there are two phases of the 
change in length: a dynamic phase and a static phase. The primary endings of the 
muscle spindle are highly sensitive to the rate of change of muscle length, a property 
referred to as velocity sensitivity. Because of their high degree of dynamic 
sensitivity, primary endings respond with bursts of firing to transient stimuli such as 
brief taps or vibration of the muscle. Secondary endings, in contrast, are relatively 
unaffected by such phasic stimuli (Gordon & Ghez, 1991). 
Since primary endings encode not only the length of a muscle but also the rate 
of length change, they provide information about the speed of movements as well as 
the static positions ofjoints. The secondary ending is less sensitive to stretch of the 
muscle and functions mainly as a tension receptor since more tension is required to 
elongate the appropriate part of the fiber. It is supplied by the peripheral axon of the 
Group n afferent nerve fiber which conducts more slowly than the Ia fiber of the 
primary ending. However the functions of the secondary endings have not been 
studied in the same detail as those of the primary endings (Gordon & Ghez，1991). 
The motor axons that regulate the sensitivity of the muscle spindle terminate 
on the polar regions of the intrafusal muscle fibers. These motor neurons are called 
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gamma motor neurons unlike the extrafusal fibers which are innervated by larger 
alpha motor neurons. The gamma motor neurons that innervate muscle spindles are 
often referred to as the fusimotor system. Two types of Gamma motor neurons 
selectively alter static and dynamic responsiveness of spindle afferents. The gamma 
or fusimotor neurons constitute a system of small motor neurons in the anterior homs 
with small myelinated axons conducting at only 21-25 m/s (Simpson & Fitch, 1988). 
Dynamic gamma motor neurons innervate only the dynamic nuclear bag fibers. 
Static gamma motor neurons innervate both nuclear chain fibers and static bag fibers. 
Activation of the gamma efferent can modulate the discharge rate of spindle 
afferents. When gamma efferents are activated, they will cause contraction of the 
polar region where gamma efferent innervated these sites of the intrafusal fibers. This 
in tum stretches the non-contractile central region from both ends leading to increase 
firing of the sensory afferent endings (Gordon & Ghez, 1991). It is commonly 
accepted view that the alpha and gamma systems are coactivated during a muscle 
contraction, that is, when the motoneuron pool of a muscle is excited, both the 
extrafusal and intrafusal fibers contract. It can be reasonably assumed that this 
coactivation has the task of setting the length of the spindle appropriately with respect 
to the length of the contracting muscle fibers. This task is equivalent to setting the 
operating point of the Ia afferent fibers, so that their sensitivity remains high over the 
length variability of the extrafusal muscle fibers (Basmajian & De Luca, 1985). 
The role of muscle spindle is therefore to regulate the muscle state. Any 
deviation from the desired muscle length is sensed by the muscle spindles and 
feedback to the motor neurons. The motor neurons in tum signal the level of force 
needed by the muscle to change its length to the desired value. 
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(b) STRUCTURE AND ROLE OF GOLGI TENDON ORGAN 
Golgi tendon organs are slender encapsulated structures about 1 mm long and 
0.1 mm in diameter. They are located at the junction of muscle and the tendon. A 
large Group Vo myelinated nerve fiber branches and each branch terminates with a 
spray of fine endings between bundles of collagenous fibers in the tendon. It is in 
series with muscle fibers. It is generally agreed to be a tension receptor. It will 
respond in a fashion similar to an externally applied tension (during stretch) or an 
internally applied tension (during a voluntary contraction). This is probably utilized 
in isotonic contraction of muscle and almost certainly in the inhibition of muscular 
contraction when the muscle is overloaded (autogenic inhibition) and its antagonists 
are facilitated (Simpson & Fitch，1988). Li experiments on animals, it has been found 
that increasing stretch of a muscle produces steadily increasing tension in the muscle 
(via the stretch-reflex arc) until a degree of stretch is reached at which muscle tones 
suddenly falls off (The phenomenon, the "jack-knife reflex", rather resembles the 
sequence of forces applied as one closes a pocket knife). The sudden release of 
tension is ascribed to the inhibitory action of the agonist tendon organs. This 
observation has suggested that Jb reflex arc is primarily a protective reflex. (Schmidt 
1979). Thus, the GTOs protect against overloading, acting to prevent too rapid rises 
in tension, which might tear the muscle or tendon. 
(c) PARALLEL AND SERIES END ORGANS 
There are some important functional consequences of the anatomical situation 
ofthe muscle and tendon receptors. The muscle spindle organs are placed in parallel 
with the extrafusal fibers. Stretching of the muscle elongates the intrafusal fibers 
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stretching the sensory endings in the spindle and leading to increased firing. The 
collagen fibers from the tendon are stiffer than the muscle fibers. Therefore, most of 
the stretch is taken up by the more compliant muscle fibers and little deformation of 
the tendon organ take places. However, when the muscle contracts, the muscle fibers 
themselves pull directly on the collagen fibers and transmit the tension to the tendon 
organ more effectively. Therefore, tendon organs always respond more to contraction 
than to stretch of the muscle. Li contrast, muscle spindle slacken when muscle 
contract, firing rate will decrease with muscle shortening (Gordon & Ghez, 1991) 
2.3.2 ELECTROMYOGRAPHY 
During the resting state, the muscle fibers are polarized. The outside of the 
fiber membrane has a positive polarity when compared with the inside. During the 
transmission of the nerve impulse, the polarity of the cell wall changes. 
Depolarization occur followed by a repolarization. The changes in polarity can be 
recorded with an appropriate sensing device. Since the cells are immersed in an ionic 
fluid, the changes in electrical potential are transmitted away from their point of origin 
in successive waves. Recording can, therefore, be made some distance from the place 
where the change occurred originally. EMG is used to measure and record the 
electrical changes accompanying muscle activity. The recording made is called an 
electromyogram. 
Recent interest in the effectiveness of various stretching techniques has led 
investigators to search for the underlying neurological influences which promote 
flexibility around a joint. Major emphasis has been placed on maximizing known 
inhibitory neural input to the motoneurons of the muscle stretched. Lnprovements in 
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ROM produced by a specific muscle stretching technique often are attributed to a 
decrease in active resistance produced by reflexively or volitional by induced 
inhibition or both to motoneurons of the stretched muscle (Moore & Hutton 1980; 
Sady, Wortman, & Blanke, 1982; Tanigawa 1972). Increased muscle compliance, 
therefore, is assumed to result when electromyographic activity is decreased allowing 
greater passive elongation of the muscle fibers. Regardless of the complexity of the 
underlying neural circuits involved, the net results of muscle activation as reflected in 
the EMG records should be decreased. 
To observe the effects of various stretching techniques on muscle response, 
Moore and Hutton (1980) and Codon and Hutton (1987) compared the ROM and 
EMG in different stretching techniques. 
Moore and Hutton (1980) compared three methods to produce hamstring 
stretch: static (SS), contract-relax (CR), and contract-relax with agonist (hip flexors 
and knee extensor) contraction (CRAC) on the hip joint angles and hamstring EMG 
activity. Silver silver-chloride (Ag-AgCl) surface electrodes were used. They were 
located in parallel over the retus femoris muscle and semitendinosus muscle. They 
showed that the modified proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation - contract relax-
agonist contraction (PNF-CRAC) technique resulted in higher hamstring EMG 
activity in most subjects and somewhat paradoxically, produced the greatest increase 
in range of motion. 
Li the Condon and Hutton (1987) study, they compared four muscle stretching 
procedures for soleus muscle: static stretch, hold relax (isometric plantar flexor 
contraction before stretch), agonist contraction (dorsiflexor contraction assisting 
stretch), and hold relax-agonist contraction; performed on 12 physically active adults. 
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silver silver-chloride surface electrodes were also used to measure the EMG activity. 
Results showed that ROM from different stretching techniques were not significantly 
different from each other. Agonist contraction and hold-relax-agonist contraction 
procedures were found to be associated with higher level of soleus muscle EMG than 
the level in the static stretch and hold relax procedures. 
Li both of the studies, the result contradict the rationale proposed for the 
stretching method, which relies upon reciprocal inhibition to prevent activation of 
muscle being stretched and muscle relaxation occurs for stretching to take place. Li 
both of these studies, surface electrodes for measuring EMG had been used. Etnyre 
and Abraham (1988) suggested “cross talk" may have occurred when using these 
surface electrodes for measuring EMG. Surface electrodes are not generally 
considered to be selective. The interference of EMG signals from muscles other than 
the one(s) under the electrode is referred to as "cross talk" (Basmajian & De Luca, 
1985). 
Etnyre and Abraham (1988) examined and compared the simultaneous 
electromyographic activity from surface and implanted wire electrodes of agonist and 
an antagonist pair of muscles during a reversal stretching techniques. Five male 
subjects performed a stretching method which consisted of active plantarflexion, 
followed by active dorsiflexion. Adjacent surface and implanted wire electrodes were 
applied to the soleus and tibialis anterior muscles. Comparison of the surface 
electrode recordings showed apparent cocontraction during dorsiflexion. However, no 
activity was observed on the soleus wire electrode trace during the dorsiflexion phase 
of the stretching method. This finding suggested that the activity observed from the 
surface electrodes of the stretch muscle during opposite muscle contraction was a 
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result of inter-muscle cross-talk. The source of the cross-talk in the study was the 
antagonist muscle, determined by comparing raw data, phase shift, and cross-
correlation of spikes of surface and wire electrode EMG patterns between antagonist 
muscles. 
If "cross-talk" occurred in the studies by Moore and Hutton (1980) and 
Condon and Hutton (1987), these results are questionable and more reliance could be 
placed on the reversal stretching method as the most effective method of reducing 
muscle activation during stretching for increasing muscle length and range of motion. 
Fortunately, a double differential technique can reduce the amount of “cross 
talk" significantly in bipolar EMG (Koh & Grabiner，1992; De Luca & Merletti, 
1988). Using this kind of technique would appear to be useful whenever recording 
from muscles with highly active neighbors. However, if the neighboring muscles 
remain relax and the only one muscle group is going to be stretched, "cross talk" 
theoretically will not be occurred. 
The greatest advantage of surface electrodes is convenience. They are 
particularly useful when simultaneous activity is being studied in a fairly large group 
of muscle. Cross talk is particularly problematic when recording from inactive or 
relatively inactive muscles which near highly active muscle. The possibility for "cross 
talk" to be occurred in a passive stretching technique is low because all the muscles 
are in relaxed condition and there is no active motion occur. Only the muscle going to 
be tested will under tension during the flexibility test. 
Bouisset and Maton (1972) demonstrated that surface electrodes will provide a 





2.4.1 FUNCTIONS OF HAMSTRINGS 
The lateral hamstring muscle is the Biceps Femoris. Medial hamstrings 
comprise the Semitendinosus and the Semimembranosus muscles. 
The hamstrings, acting from above, flex the leg on the thigh. Acting fi-om 
below, as extensors of the hip joint, they draw the trunk upright against gravity when 
it is raised from the stooping position; the biceps is the most active in this. When the 
knee is semiflexed, the biceps femoris can act as a lateral rotator, and the 
semimembranosus and semitendinosus as medial rotators of the leg. Biceps also 
laterally rotates the thigh when the hip is extended, the semimembranosus and 
semitendinosus being medial rotators in this circumstance. The hamstrings are 
quiescent in easy symmetrical standing. However, any action which carries the line of 
body weight in front of the transverse axis of the hip joints, for example, forward 
reaching or forward bending at the hips, is immediately accompanied by strong 
contraction of the hamstrings (Williams & Warwick, 1980). 
The length of the hamstring muscles is considered to play an important role in 
both the effectiveness and the efficiency of basic human movements such as walking 
and running. 
The walking pattem is studied as a gait cycle, which is defined as the 
movement of ipsilateral heel strike to ispilateral heel strike again (The 
Pathokinesiology Service and The Physical Therapy Department. Rancho Los 
Amigos Medical Center, 1989). The gait cycle begins with stance phase, which is 
sixty percent of the cycle, at initial contact of the heel. Next comes loading response 
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with plantar flexion occurring at the ankle to get the entire foot on the ground 
followed by mid-stance in which the weight ofthe body passes forward over the stable 
foot as the ankle dorsiflexes. Terminal stance then occurs, with the heel leaving the 
ground and foot plantar flexed in pre-swing leading to toe-off. Next comes the swing 
phase of gait which is forty percent ofthe cycle, with the initial swing, in which foot 
clearance; then foot prepared for contact with the ground before the cycle begins again 
with heel-strike (Gage, Deluca, & Renshaw, 1995). 
Hamstrings are demonstrated to be active in walking at initial contact, loading 
response, initial swing and terminal swing of the gait cycle (The Pathokinesiology 
Service and The Physical Therapy Department. Rancho Los Amigos Medical Center, 
1989). At initial contact, Quadriceps contract to maintain the knee in extension and 
hamstrings, therefore, can simply act as hip extensors. Semimembranosus, 
Semitendinosus and long head ofBiceps Femoris are now active as hip extension in 
the stage. At loading response, long head ofBiceps Femoris remain active to control 
internal rotation ofthe Tibia. While at initial swing, short head ofthe Biceps Femoris 
contract to produce knee flexion. At terminal swing, long hamstrings active 
eccentrically to decelerate the leg. 
Sprinting places maximum demands on the musculotendinous structures ofthe 
lower extremity. Specifically, the hamstring muscles become more active than any 
other lower limb muscle during sprinting (Mann, 1981). Hamstrings activity during 
running serves three functions (Sutton, 1984). First, the hamstrings work eccentrically 
to decelerate the thigh and lower leg during the last half of swing phase with 
movement halting at a point approximately 30 degrees from terminal knee extension. 
This action prepares the limb to support the weight of the body as the foot descends to 
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contact the ground at heel strike. During this phase the hamstrings effectively store 
elastic potential energy for the use in the early stance phase. Once heel strike occurs, 
the hamstrings elongated across the hip and knee joints. The hamstrings contract 
concentrically to assist in extending the hip while at the same time adding to the 
stability of the knee by preventing knee extension. The third function of the 
hamstrings begins at the take offphase. During the takeoff phase of the running cycle, 
the quadriceps muscles act as the prime movers in extending the knee. At 
approximately 20 degree from terminal extension, the mechanical efficiency of the 
quadriceps muscles in extending the knee begins to decline. Extension ofthe knee is 
enhanced at this point by the synergistic action of the gastrocnemius and hamstrings 
creating a paradoxical extension moment at the knee. 
2.4.2 LIMITED RANGE OF MOTION IN HAMSTRINGS 
Limited range ofmotion in the hamstring muscle group has been known to be 
associated with a number of low back disorders, postural deviations, and hinder 
athletic performance as well as increase risk ofinjury. 
ln the presence of tight hamstring muscles bilaterally, use of a normal back 
may be hindered by disruption of lumbar pelvic rhythm. Complete pelvic rotation as 
well as total reversal of lumbar lordotic curve are necessary for full painless 
movement ofthe spine. Ifthe hamstring muscles are inflexible, they will prevent full 
rotation ofthe pelvis by their attachments from the posterior knee region to the ischial 
tuberosity. La total body flexion, once the pelvis has reached its maximum rotation, 
further bending may be forced by more lumber curving if hamstring is inflexible. 
This, in tum, may produce various stretch injuries to the posterior longitudinal 
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ligaments, which can result in further dysfunction and pain (Cailliet, 1982). Unilateral 
hamstring tightness causes pelvic limitation which is asymmetrical and, hence, a 
rotationally trunk flexion with postural deviation may occur (Cailliet, 1982). 
Limitation in the range of motion of the hamstring muscle group has the 
potential for increasing the risk of athletic injury (Garrett et al., 1984; Worrell et al., 
1991). Meager (1980) pointed out that "the leg-forward stretch" and "trunk forward 
bend" are the motions which may cause the greatest stress to the hamstring muscle 
group. Some of these maximal stress sports include basketball, football, dancing, 
cycling, hockey and tennis. 
It can be said that hamstring tightness can be either a predisposing factor in 
traumatic injuries, or can result from a variety of pathological conditions from which 
further compensations may result. 
2.4.3 MEASUREMENT OF HAMSTRINGS FLEXIBILITY 
Lidividual range of joint motion can be measured by a goniometer, a 
flexometer or an electrogoniometer. A fLexometer measures static flexibility through 
the full range of motion while the electrogoniometer can measure continuous changes 
in the range ofmotion during a variety of activities. 
A goniometer consists of a one hundred and eighty degree protractor which 
may have two extended arms, one fixed at the zero line and one mobile, or just one 
mobile arm that can be locked in any position. The center point of the goniometer is 
aligned with the center of thejoint, and readings are taking in extreme positions. 
Flexometery contains a rotating circular dial marked off in degrees and a 
pointer counterbalanced to ensure it always point vertically. It is strapped on the 
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appropriate body segment, and the ROM is determined with respect to the 
perpendicular. 
The electrogoniometer is a protractor-like device in which the protractor has 
been replaced by a potentiometer. The potentiometer provides an electrical signal that 
is directly proportional to the angle of the joint. This device can give continuous 
recordings during a variety of activities. The versatility of this unit allows a much 
more accurate and realistic assessment of functional flexibility or that degree of 
flexibility exhibited during actual physical activity. 
Practically, hamstring muscle length is not measured directly but instead is 
represented by angular measurements of unilateral hip flexion with the knee extended, 
straight leg raise (SLR) or unilateral knee flexion after knee extension with hip flexed 
at 90 degrees. 
Gajdosik, Rieck, Sullivan, and Wightman (1993) compared four commonly 
used tests for assessing hamstring muscle length. They were passive SLR with pelvis 
and opposite thigh stabilized with straps (SLR-SS), passive SLR with low back flat 
(SLR-LBF), active knee extension with the hip at 90 degrees (AKE) and passive knee 
extension with the hip at 90 degrees (PKE). The results showed there were 
significant correlation between SLR-SS tests, SLR-LBF tests, AKE test and PKE test. 
It concluded that all four tests can be used as indicators ofhamstring muscle length. 
Since the hamstrings are attach on the pelvis, short hamstrings exert a 
downward pull on the ischium in the direction of posteriorly tilting the pelvis as the 
straight leg is raised. Bohannon, Gajdosik and LeVean (1985) determined the relative 
contributions of pelvic and lower limb motions to measurements obtained firom the 
angle of passive SLR. Fikn analysis revealed that pelvic rotation began within 9 
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degrees of the beginning of passive SLR and that the relative contribution of pelvic 
rotation to the angle of passive SLR in relation to the horizontal plan increased in 
conjunction with the angle of SLR. Therefore the passive SLR test was, in part, the 
result of pelvic rotation. Structures other than just the hamstring muscles were, 
therefore, subjected to tension early in the passive SLR. 
Borms , Roy, Santens and Haentjens (1987) also considered the pelvic rotation 
factor, ][n stead of preventing the pelvic tilt, Borms et al.(1987) measured it. A 
transverse line was considered for the pelvis, connecting the anterior and posterior 
superior iliac spines. By some mathematical calculation, any extra range gain due to 
pelvic movement can be subtracted out. This can thus eliminate error due to the 
pelvic rotation. 
Gajdosik, LeVeau and Bohannon (1985) demonstrated significant differences 
between the SLR maneuver with ankle dorsiflexion and SLR with ankle plantar 
flexion. The loss of motion was apparently unrelated to the EMG activity of the long 
head of the biceps femoris muscle. Although increased passive tension of anatomical 
structures crossing the posterior aspect of lower limb was implicated as causing the 
loss of motion, the specific limiting structures were unclear. This study showed that 
the position of ankle will affect the result of SLR. 
Gajdosik and Lusin (1983) had demonstrated a good reliability for test and 
retest measurement for hamstring muscle tightness by active-knee-extension (AKE). 
The test measures the angle of knee flexion with a pendulum goniometer after active 
knee extension with the hip stabilized at 90 degrees flexion. However, this active test 
is still with limitation. It will not be accurate if applied to very weak quadriceps 
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muscle's people and poor coordination people such as the patient with neuromuscular 
deficiency. 
Sit and reach test is a popular field test for flexibility of hamstrings and low 
back in health related physical fitness. The sit and reach test is singled out because it 
has been noted in clinical settings that people with low back problems often have a 
restricted range of motion in the hamstring muscles and low back muscle. The sit and 
reach test has the subject reach forward and extend the hamstrings and low back 
muscle. An inability to stretch far enough forward indicates tightness in these muscle 
Q^ieman，1986). However, this test is notjust specific to hamstrings flexibility. The 
score may also be affected by the varying leg length, arm length and their ratio. 
Because flexibility is not a general measurement but rather specific to each joint, it 
can be seen that this simple sit-and-reach test provides very limited information about 
the individual flexibility ofback muscle and hamstring while bending forward. 
In order to standardize the testing of hamstring length, Kendall and McCreary 
(1983) suggested having the low back flat on a firm table in the supine position. 
When the low back is hyperextended (arched up from the table), the pelvis will be 
anteriorly rotated and the normal hamstrings appear to be short. It will be easily 
occurred ifthe hip flexor on the side of the extended leg is shortened. It will holds the 
back in hyperextension during SLR. When the hip and knee are flexed on one side as 
the opposite straight leg is raised, the back flexes too much and the hamstrings appear 
to be longer than normal. It is because the flexibility of the low back rather than of 
the hamstrings is adding to the range of motion. Therefore to accommodate for the 
hip flexor shortness, if there is any, and to allow the low back to flatten, Kendall & 
McCreary (1983) suggested the thigh is passively flexed by a pillow under the knee, 
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not actively held in flexion by the subject. With the back flat, the test accurately 
shows hamstring to be almost normal in length. 
2.5 STRETCHING PROTOCOL 
2.5.1 MODES OF STRETCfflNG 
The 3 popular stretching techniques found in the literature are ballistic stretch , 
static stretch and PNF. 
Ballistic stretch involves repetitive bouncing movements in the muscle's 
lengthened position. It is generally not recommended because ballistic movements 
place an individual at greater risk for injury (Beaulieu, 1981; Safran, Seaber, & 
Garrett, 1989; Taylor et al., 1990). With this method of stretching, a muscle is 
stretched to near its physiological limit and is lengthened further while the spindle 
fibers detect stretch as they would if the muscle was being preloaded. This causes 
reflex contraction. If the second bounce occurs while the muscle is contracting, the 
musculotendinous unit absorbs this added energy eccentrically and injury of the 
muscle may result (Safra et al., 1989). Taylor et al. (1990) demonstrated the 
viscoelastic properties of muscle tendon unit. They suggested muscle reaches 
relatively high tension during fast stretch and bounces back in the ballistic stretch. 
Faster stretch rates result in greater tensions and more absorbed energy within the 
muscle tendon unit for a given length of stretch. Therefore a ballistic stretch 
performed at a fast rate has a greater likelihood of causing a strain injury. Li addition, 
since the muscle is not held at the higher tension, there is little chance to allow time-
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dependent stress relaxation or creep to occur to reduce the tension or increase the 
length. 
Static stretching implies a slow stretch to the muscle and is held for some time 
with the induced relaxation in muscle which enables further stretching (Condon, & 
Hutton, 1987). This method has least associated injury risk and is believed to be the 
safest and an effective method of stretching (Beaulieu, 1981). There is ample 
evidence to support the use of static stretch to increase flexibility (Etnyre and 
Abraham, 1986; Moore & Hutton, 1980). Lnportantly, no disadvantages were 
reported related to the physiological effect. Besides, static stretch are easy to perform 
and they are reported to be more comfortable than the other stretching techniques 
(Condon & Hutton, 1987; Etnyre & Abraham, 1986). Rankin, Greninger and 
Ligersoll (1992) used a power stretch device to stretch the hamstring and hip joint 
muscle. The results indicated that there were no significant difference between the 
power stretching and static stretching group. Therefore, the use of such large device is 
not superior than simple static stretch. Li real training situation, it is very practical 
and easy to perform static stretching. 
PNF may be defined as methods of promoting or hastening the response ofthe 
neuromuscular mechanism through stimulation of proprioceptors (Knott & Voss, 
1985). CR and CRAC are the two common PNF stretching techniques. The CR 
method include three steps: first a static stretch, followed by an isometric contraction 
of antagonist muscle while maintaining the position, and finally additional static 
stretch is carried out. CRAC is similar to CR, except that the anatomical agonist is 
also contracted during the final stretch fEtnyre & Abraham, 1986). Li PNF stretching 
techniques, the muscle is contracted isometrically in a stretch position. This 
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isometrically contraction creates a small degree of muscle fiber shortening while 
elongating the musculotendinous junction (Safran et al., 1988). This is considered to 
reduced the tension in the muscle spindle and stretch the GTO at the 
musculotendinous junction. The combination of the suppression of the muscle 
spindle and the inhibitory effects of the GTO result in inhibition of the alpha-
motomeuron pool and reduced active resistance to stretch. Moore and Kukulka (1991) 
found that maximal depression of Hoffmann reflexes occur in 0.1 to 1 sec 
postcontraction. Hoffinann reflexes (H wave) is the result of a monosynaptic reflex 
which is propagated in afferents from the muscle and back again through efferents of 
the same muscle (De Vries, Wiswell, Bulbulian, & Moritani, 1981). A single shock to 
the human tibial nerve elicits two discrete muscle action potentials in the muscles. 
The first spike is that of the stimulator potential, and the first muscle action is referred 
to as M wave, which results from direct stimulation of motor nerve fibers. The 
second muscle action potential is the H wave. This result indicates that PNF 
techniques purported to produce a strong, but brief, neuromuscular inhibition that may 
be clinically useful for applying stretch. However, it takes more time to familiarize 
the technique and the technique consumes more energy because isometric contraction 
is carried out before stretching. Besides, it may not suitable for subject with cardiac 
problem especially for upper limb's joint because the blood pressure may be 
drastically increase during isometric upper limb contraction. It will increase the risk 
for heart attack for this kind of subjects. 
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2.5.2 INTENSITY OF STRETCfflNG 
In the recent literature, there is little concem on the protocol of stretch. 
Therefore the frequency, intensity, and duration for stretching is still unclear. A 
protocol for static stretch has only partially been clarified by a few recent studies. 
The stretching duration suggested was 15 seconds by Madding, Wong, Hallum 
and Medeiros (1987), 30 seconds by Bandy and Mon (1994) and 10 seconds by Borms 
et al. (1987). While the number of stretching suggested by Taylor et al. (1990) was 
four repetitions by using an animal's muscle-tendon for the research only. 
Madding et al. (1987) found no significant difference in results following 15 
seconds, 45 seconds and 2 minutes stretch of hip adduction. They reported 15 
seconds is just as effective as stretching for 2 minutes. The design of method just 
include stretching for a single bout. The effect of these varying duration of stretch 
over time were not shown. Therefore, this immediate effect may have been just a 
transient effect without long term changes. Again, Zito, Driver, Parker and Bohannon 
(1997) showed that two 15-second passive stretches of ankle dorsiflexion ROM was 
sufficient to produce a significant increased in ankle dorsiflexion. However, this 
study failed to produce a significant sustained increase of ankle passive dorsiflexion 
ROM and revealed that it is only a transient effect. 
Unlike Madding et al. (1987), Borms et al. (1987) conducted a stretching 
program with a multiple-day study for stretch duration 10 seconds, 20 seconds and 30 
seconds on increasing coxo-femoral (hip) flexibility. Borms et al. (1987) reported 10 
seconds static stretch is sufficient on increasing coxo-femoral flexibility when 
compare to 20 seconds and 30 seconds of stretch. The program lasted for 10 weeks 
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with two 50 minutes sessions per week. However the number of repetitions for 
stretching was not clearly specified. 
Bandy and Lion (1994) also conducted a stretching program with a multiple-
day study for stretch duration of 15 seconds, 30 seconds and 60 seconds. This was 
including 3 stretches for each session, 5 times per week for 6 weeks. They reported 
that 30 seconds and 60 seconds of static stretch of hamstring was more effective than 
15 seconds and the control group (no stretch) . The measuring apparatus was just a 
universal goniometer and the measuring error might be great since all subjects during 
measuring didn't have proper fixation of pelvis and hip at 90°. As a result, the 
movement ofpelvis and thigh could affect the result. 
There is also a lack of information on the optimal number of repetitive 
stretching. Taylor et al. (1990) used the rabbit extensor digitorum longus and tibialis 
anterior muscle-tendon units. They found that the greatest change in muscle/tendon 
unit occurred in the first four stretches. Further increase in the number of stretches 
did not significantly increase the length of muscle. No recent studies have 
demonstrated this in human subjects. 
ACSM (1995), a worldwide recognized famous fitness battery, provided 
guidelines for achieving flexibility by using static stretch with 10 seconds to 30 
seconds holding stretch duration at the position of mild discomfort. The number of 
repetition is 3 to 5 and at least 3 days training per week. However, the duration for 
program last is not specified. 
The scientific foundation to support the use of an objective protocol is still 
lacking. More researches with well controlled studies are necessary to provide a 






Forty healthy volunteer (24 males and 16 females, 20 土 3 years of age, height 
167 土 8 cm, weight 58 土 9 kg) were recruited from Hong Kong. All subjects were 
screened to ensure that none had passive straight leg raise (SLR) greater than 90 
degrees because application of the passive knee extension test was limited to subjects 
with SLR less than 90 degrees. No lower limit to the angle of SLR would be set. 
The subjects had no history of any knee, hip, or spinal conditions that necessitated 
medical intervention. The subjects were also firee of any cardiac problem or metabolic 
disease. Subjects had been informed that the purpose of the study and signed an 
informed consent form approved by the Clinical Research Ethics Committee of the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong. Subjects were selected and assigned in a random 
manner to one of the four treatment groups (Figure 1). The subjects in group 1 
underwent static stretching of their hamstring muscles of the dominant leg for 30 
seconds duration to a point of “ maximum stretch without pain", with five repetitions 
and a rest interval 30 seconds between repetition of each stretch for one set only; three 
times a week and for eight weeks. While the subjects in group 2 underwent static 
stretching of the dominant leg for 30 seconds duration to a point of "maximum stretch 
without pain"; five repetitions with 30 seconds rest interval between repetition of each 
stretch; two sets were carried out with 1 minute rest in between; three times a week 
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and for four weeks. The control groups underwent no stretching. There were two 
control groups. Group 3 was served as Group 1 control and Group 4 was served as 
Group 2 control. The age, height, weight, and gender were recorded. Dominant leg 
was found by asking the subject to shoot a football towards a wall continuously for 
five times. The more frequent leg used for kicking a ball was identified as a dominant 
leg. 
Figure 1. The Protocols of the Four Treatment Groups. The Length of Line 
Represents the Time Duration; Arrow Represents Assessment Given. 
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An electrogoniometer (Figure 2) was used to measure the knee flexion ROM. 
It was aligned on the lateral aspect of the knee. Penny and Giles Goniometer (Penny 
and Giles Biometrics Limited, United Kingdom) was chosen. It was designed for the 
measurement oflimb angular movement. Quick and convenient attachment was made 
using the double sided adhesive tape. The goniometer has a telescopic end block 
which compensates for changes in distance between the two mounting points as the 
limb moves. The novel strain allows for assessment of the joint. A portable data 
logger was used for data recording. 
Figure 2. An Electrogoniometer to Measure the Range of Motion of Knee during 
Passive Knee Extension Test. 
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ELECTROMYOGRAPHY 
TELEMG Multichannel Electromyography (BITIS Bioengineering Technology 
and Systems S.r.l.，Italy) (Figure 3) was used in this study. The standard system 
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consists of two different units: the Portable Unit and the Main Unit. Data 
transmission between the Portable Unit and the Main Unit performs directly through a 
plastic optical cable. 
The Portable Unit collected the signals coming from electrodes, makes the 
analogue and digital (A/D) conversion and formats data for the serial transmission 
through the plastic optical cable. 
The Main Unit is a 19 inches rack containing 11 plug-in modules (Europe 
size) that were used for receiving, decoding, digital and analogue (D/A) converting 
and filtering the signal. 
The electrodes had a miniature pre-amplification in order to eliminate the 
artifacts of movement. The standard pre-gelled adhesive pads silver silver-chloride 
surface recording electrodes with a recording diameter of 0.9 mm was used to assess 
the myoelectric activities ofhamstring. 
Surface electrodes (Arbo Medizin Technologie; Germany) were used to 
monitor the EMG activity. 
Figure 3. An Electromyography to Measure the Muscle Myoelectric Activities. ^^^^B|^S|H 
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CYBEX NORM DYNAMOMETER 
The Cybex Norm dynamometer (Cybex Memational，USA) (Figure 4) was 
used for two purposes. First, it was used to conduct isokinetic strength evaluation of 
hamstrings constrained to work about the knee joint. Li the isokinetic testing mode, 
subjects performed a movement events separated by a recovery phase of specified 
time period. Movements were repeated until a certain numbers were completed. Peak 
torque and total work measurements were provided by a force dynamometer 
incorporated with the Cybex Norm system. 
Second, it was used to passively extend the knee at angular velocity of one 
degree per second of continuous passive mobilization (CPM) mode for assessing the 
range ofknee during passive knee extension test. 
Figure 4. A Cybex Norm Dynamometer for Passive Knee Extension Test and 
Isokinetic Strength Test. 
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PERCEIVED STRETCH RATING FORM 
A VAS was used in which a straight 10-cm line is drawn with 0 and 10 
marked at opposite ends (Appendix C). Subjects marked the point on the line that 
best represented the amount of stretching force they could feel at the point of 
"maximum stretch without pain" of passive stretching assessment; 0 represented no 
stretching force, and 10 represented a stretching force so large that is feeling as though 
it may tear the muscle. The score by measuring the distance from 0 to mark with a 
ruler with one millimeter scale was determined. To obtain the subject's overall rating 
ofperceived stretch at the point of "maximum stretch without pain", the scores of the 
VAS for the pre-test, post-test were determined. Since subjective feeling for 
"maximum stretch without pain" is always used for how far the stretch should be 
(ACSM, 1995; De Vries, 1962; Heyward, 1991), to make it more objective, the visual 
analog scale could be used to testify whether consistence result reproduce or to see 
whether the stretching training program affected the tolerance of stretch. 
3.3 PROCEDURE 
The subjects completed a questionnaire that included the personal particulars 
and described their relevant medical history. They were not allowed to continue 
flexibility exercises other than this study within the period of the research and they 
were requested to maintain a normal diet. 
All subjects agreed to participate in the study consistently. Subjects were 




Before each pre-test measurement, each subject undertook warm-up exercise 
for 10 minutes on a treadmill with speed at 1.7 mile per hour. 
The subjects were then prepared for electrogoniometer, EMG, position on the 
testing apparatus. Then pre-test measurement was started. 
PRE-TEST MEASUREMENTS 
Bipolar silver silver-chloride surface electrodes 25 mm apart were placed 
longitudinally on the medial side and the lateral side of the hamstrings muscle (Figure 
5). The belly of the muscle was identified by palpation during a moderate isometric 
contraction of knee into flexion direction. The lower electrode for each muscle group 
was placed on the lower one-third junction between the knee fold to the glutei fold. A 
reference electrode was placed over the head of ipsilateral lateral malleolus. Before 
attaching the electrodes, all the surface sites were shaved, rubbed by gauze with 
alcohol until skin erythema occurred. The pre-gelled electrodes can promote low 
impedance between the skin and electrode. Then, the electrode leads were connected 
to an EMG amplified and the signals were checked. The signals were then enter an 
amplifier, a common mode rejection of 100 dB, a gain of 1, a low cut off frequency of 
600 Hz and a high cut-off frequency of 1 Hz. Each signal was then be directed to a 
microcomputer that digitized the signals at 2000 Hz and stored the resulting data for 
post-processing. The EMG activity of hamstrings was measured. The raw EMG was 
full wave rectified and was processed through an integrator with an analogue 




Then the electrogoniometer was aligned on the lateral aspect of knee (Figure 
6). The ankle of the testing limb was bandaged and fixed with Coban and tape so as 
to keep it into neutral position during the passive knee extension test (Figure 7). 
Figure 5. Placement of Silver Silver-Chloride Surface Electrodes. 
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Figure 6. Alignment of Electrogoniometer on the Knee. 
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Figure 7. The Ankle Kept in Neutral Position by Elastic Bandage and Tape. 
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After the preparation, the subject was tested on the special designed couch 
(Figure 8) and the subject was put into the starting supine position (Figure 9) with the 
dominate hip joint flexed and rested on a 90 degrees platform with the contralateral 
limb partially flexed at the hip and knee to assist in stabilizing the pelvis by placing a 
roll of towel underneath the knee. The non-dominant thigh was securely to the couch 
to stabilize the pelvis with the low back flat on the firm table without any padding. 
The pelvis and the dominate thigh were fixed by straps. The subject was encouraged 
to totally relax during the phase when the leg was raised passively with a constant 
velocity of one degree per second by a CPM mode of Cybex Norm dynamometer and 
instructed to say ‘stop’ when they reached the end point of "maximum stretch without 
pain" at the hamstrings of the dominant leg. The ankle was remained at neutral 
position for all test. The lower border of the calf pad was placed with approximately 
two fmger widths proximal to the medial malleolus. The Cybex Dynamometer rotated 
in an arc whose center coincided with the axis of knee joint rotation (lateral femoral 
condyle) until the end point of 'maximum stretch feeling without pain，of the 
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hamstring muscles. EMG was taken when the ‘stop’ point reached for ten second data 
collection in the position with the first and the last second data discarded. Besides, 
the passive resistance produced by hamstrings was assessed by the dynamometer in 
terms of a reaction torque produced by the hamstrings in Nm when the "stop" point 
reach. The measurement was repeated for two times, and the mean of the two 
readings was used for the data analyses. 
Figure 8. The Testing Couch. 
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Figure 9. Passive Knee Extension Test. 
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Each subject completed the perceived stretch rating scale within the period of 
ten seconds EMG data collection (Figure 10). Subject marked the point on the line 
that best represent the stretching force that perceived at the point of "maximum stretch 
without pain", 
Figure 10. Subject Filling in the Perceived Stretch Rating Scale. 
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After the ROM and muscle myoelectric activity was measured, the peak torque 
and total work of hamstrings were measured. A Cybex Norm dynamometer was used 
to measure eccentric and concentric hamstrings moment at different speed. 
Calibration was performed prior to testing. Subjects were tested in the seated position 
with hip at around 90 degree and with their hands holding on the hand rest (Figure 
11). To avoid extra movements of the subject, a chest belt was used to stabilize trunk 
movement and a strap was placed over the thigh to anchor the thigh movement. 
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The knee joint (lateral femoral condyle) was aligned with the axis of rotation 
of the dynamometer by adjusting the dynamometer and the chair. The tibial pad was 
placed and secured with the lower border of the pad approximately two finger widths 
proximal to the medial malleolus. The alignment of the knee joint center by passively 
moving the leg through the full range of motion was than checked. If correctly 
aligned, the tibial pad would not tilt or slide along the leg. 
Setting up the anatomical referencing after the positioning of the subject. 
Anatomical referencing was performed by having the subject actively extended their 
knee to full extension. The active knee extension position was entered as a zero 
degree. 
Gravity correction was performed by placing the lever arm to an angle 
corresponding to 45 degrees of knee flexion. The subject was asked to totally relax 
then weighting the limb once the reading is steady. Peak torque and total work were 
automatically corrected for gravity effect torque by the system's computer. 
Range of motion stop was then carried out. For the concentric/ eccentric 
sequence of movement events for the knee flexion, the stop angle was entered by 
moving the lever arm, tibial pad and limb to an angle of zero degree. 
The testing protocol consisted of an eccentric loading of the hamstrings muscle 
group, followed by an immediate concentric hamstring muscles contraction. Eccentric 
muscle contraction occurred during passive knee extension and the concentric 
contraction occurred during active knee flexion mode. Subjects received standardize 
verbal cues of "hold" during the eccentric phase and "pull" during the concentric 
phase, with instruction not to relax between the two stages but to maintain hamstrings 
contraction throughout the arc of movement. No visual feedback was given. Both 
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eccentric and concentric peak torque values and total work done were recorded around 
the range of 0 to 105 degrees ofknee flexion at a speed spectrum of 60 degree/second 
(slow speed) and 120 degree/second (medium speed) and 240 degree/ second (fast 
speed). 
Peak torque and total work repetition were measured in the isokinetic 
assessment. Peak torque is the highest torque produced during the given contraction 
while total work repetition is the torque repetition (out of all torque repetitions 
performed) in which the subject performed the most work. Prior to the three 
maximum test repetitions, the subjects underwent a series of warm-up sets. The initial 
set consisted of five repetitions of the eccentric phase and the concentric phase. The 
first two repetitions at 50 percentage of maximum effort of eccentric/ concentric cycle 
were then performed. The next two warm-up sets consisted of two and one repetitions 
at 75 percent and 100 percent of maximum effort respectively. The testing trials were 
separated fi:om the warm-up sets by one minute rest period. 
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Figure 11. Isokinetic Concentric and Eccentric Strength Test on Cybex Norm 
Dynamometer. 
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STRETCfflNG TREATMENT 
Before each stretching treatment, subjects were asked to warm up 5 minutes 
with local jogging. The stretching procedure started with a sitting position. Subjects 
extended and locked the dominant leg and folded the other leg to the side and the 
subjects kept the back straight while bending forward at the hip slowly and gently 
until feeling of 'maximum stretch without pain, at the hamstrings (Figure 12). 
Each subject stretched the dominant leg. Assignment of stretching protocol 
was randomly determined. The subjects of group 1 and 2 would carried out the static 
stretching training of hamstrings of their dominant legs according to the protocol of 
each group (Figure 1). Subjects were monitored during each stretching session to 
ensure proper performance of the stretching methods. Group 3 and group 4 acted as 
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control groups of group 1 and 2 respectively with both groups receiving no stretching 
treatment. 
Figure 12. Static Stretching ofHamstrings. 
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POST-TEST MEASUREMENTS 
Reassessment were carried out at the end of 8 weeks for group 1 and group 3 
and at the end of 4 weeks for group 2 and group 4. The ROM ofknee flexion, ffiMG 
and passive resistance of the hamstrings, isokinetic peak torque and total work of 
hamstring and the rating of the perceived stretch at the point of "maximum stretch 
without pain" were reassessed in the same manner as the pre-test assessment� 
3.4 RELIABILITY STUDY 
Prior to the experimental study, a pilot study was performed to establish 
reliability for peak torque and total work repetition measurement on Cybex Norm 
dynamometer at 60 degree/second, 120 degree/second and 240 degree/ second ofboth 
— — ^ 
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concentric and eccentric contraction. Ten subjects (20 knees) were tested bilaterally 
with one hour apart for test re-test method to determine intrarater reliability. 
The widespread use of isokinetic dynamometers in clinical settings for 
assessing the capacity of muscles to produce maximal torque during constant velocity 
movement has given rise to many studies that have investigated the methodological 
aspects associated with the testing protocol. One of the main concerns of these 
studies is the reproducibility of torque or work measurements of the knee (Durand, 
Malouin, Richards, & Bravo，1991; Highgenboten, Jackson, & Meske, 1988). 
Subjects were randomly assigned to begin on either their right or left lower 
limb. To minimize discomfort during the test session and to reduce the risk of injury, 
each experimental procedure was preceded by a warm-up period consisting of 5 
submaximal contractions in which the subjects were requested to exert increasing 
effort from an initial minimum effort. After performing these contractions, subjects 
rested for 40 seconds before the test session started. Subjects then performed five 
maximal test repetitions at the three speeds. Rest period with 40 seconds were given 
between each speed of testing. Subjects were measured again at 1 hour later and were 
followed the same procedure as the previous test. Subjects were tested bilaterally. 
3.5 DATA ANALYSIS 
The SPSS package was used to perform a two-tailed dependent Mest to 
determine if there was any difference between pre-test and post-test with regard to 
ROM ofknee flexion, muscle myoelectric activity (ffiMG), passive resistance, muscle 
performance (peak torque and best work) and the rating of the perceived stretch. 
Probability level was set at p < 0.05. An analysis of variance was also performed to 
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identify any difference between treatment groups with regard to ROM ofknee flexion, 
muscle myoelectric activity, passive resistance, muscle performance (peak torque and 
best work) and the rating of the perceived stretch. Probability level was set at p < 
0.05. To establish where differences between each treatment groups, a follow-up 
testing using Scheffe test with a Scheffe value level predetermined at p < 0.05 was 
used. 
Mraclass correlation (ICC) was performed to determine reliability of the 






4.1 RELIABILITY STUDY 
Prior to the experimental study, 10 subjects (see Table 1 for subjects 
description) were tested bilaterally with total number of twenty legs. One hour apart 
test-retest method was used to determine the intrarater reliability of the hamstrings 
performance in terms of isokinetic concentric and eccentric contraction at slow speed 
(607SEC), medium speed (1207SEC) and fast speed (2407SEC). 
The reliability study revealed that the reliability coefficient was high for the 
test-retest method. Mrarater ICC of the reliability coefficient of the peak torque of 
both isokinetic concentric and eccentric contraction of hamstrings at various speed 
were between 0.930 to 0.957 and 0.849 to 0.909, respectively (Table 2). While the 
intrarater ICC of the reliability coefficient of the total work of both isokinetic 
concentric and eccentric contraction of hamstrings at various speed were between 
0.883 to 0.946 and 0.831 to 0.894 respectively (Table 2). These results can reproduce 
in both peak torque and total work of concentric and eccentric contraction at different 
speed. The performance of the second session was not affected by the first session. 




Table 1. Description of Subjects for Reliability Test of Isokinetic Hamstrings 
Performance. Mean and Standard Deviation are given. 
Subject Age Height (cm) Weight (kg) 
Males OSr = 7) 28.3士4.7 1 7 0 ± 8 6 5 ± 8 
Females CN" = 3) 
Table 2. Reliability Coefficient ofHamstrings Performance in Isokinetic Measures for 
the Reliability Study. 
PARAMETER R OF CONCENTRIC R OF ECCENTRIC 
PEAK TORQUE 607SEC 0.930 0.865 
PEAK TORQUE 1207SEC 0.957 0.909 
PEAK TORQUE 2407SEC 0.931 0.849 
TOTAL WORK 607SEC 0.883 0.854 
TOTAL WORK 1207SEC 0.946 0.894 
TOTAL WORK 2407SEC 0.899 0.831 
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
For the experimental study, subjects particulars are shown in Table 3. An 
alpha level of 0.05 was used for all statistical tests. Each group consisted of ten 




Table 3. Description of Subjects for the Experimental Study. Mean and Standard 
Deviation are given. 
Group Gender Age Height (cm) Weight (kg) 
1 (8-week protocol) Males (N 二 6) 21.7 士 3.6 170 士 8 56 士 9 
Females (N = 4) 
2 (4-week protocol) Males (N = 6) 19.3 士 0.7 167 土 7 61 士 10 
Females QSf = 4) 
3 (8-week control) Males (N = 6) 20.6 士 2.5 168 土 9 58 士 10 
Females QS[ 二 4) 
4 (4-week control) Males (N = 6) 20.1 士 2.2 165 士 7 57 士 7 
Females C^ 二 4) 
4.2.1 RANGE OF MOTION OF PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST 
The gain of flexibility of hamstrings was tested by comparing the ROM of 
knee in passive knee extension test obtained prior to training and after training. 
Differences between the mean of pre-test and post-test were compared by Mest. ]fa the 
present study, significant differences {p < 0.05) were found between the means ofthe 
pre-test and post-test readings in both training groups, indicating that either training 
protocols had produced an increase in flexibility of hamstrings (Table 4 and Figure 
13). Li group 1，the ROM of knee increased significantly by 11.2 degrees from 158.9 
degrees to 170.1 degrees after the eight weeks training. Li group 2, ROM ofknee also 
increased significantly by 8.9 degrees from 166.8 degrees to 175.7 degrees after static 
stretching training of four-week protocol. Whereas for the control groups, no 
significant change were shown in ROM ofknee. 
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4.2.2 PASSIVE RESISTANCE OF PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST 
Table 4 and Figure 14 show the results of passive resistance of hamstrings in 
pre-test and post-test conditions. No change in passive resistance of group 1 (with 
eight-week training protocol) and both control groups were observed (j) < 0.05). An 
increase of passive resistance of hamstrings was found in group 2 (four-week 
protocol) after training Q? < 0.05). The passive resistance was increased by 4.7 Nm 
from 22.8 to 27.5 Nm. 
Table 4. Mean and Standard Deviation of Range of Motion, Passive Resistance of 
Hamstrings and Subjective Rating ofPerceived Stretch for Pre-test and Post-test. 
Groupa  
l ( n = 1 0 ) 2 (n=10) 3 ( n = 1 0 ) 4 ( n = 1 0 ) 
Pre-test Range^ (degree) 158.9士8.2 166 .8±8 .7 160.8士7.2 171 .0±8 .7 
Post-testRange (degree) 170.1 土 8.9* 175.7 士 9.6* 160.5 士 9.7 171.4 士 8.7 
Pre-test Resistance' ( Nm) 24.3 士 7.2 22.8 士 4.2 23.5 土 5.1 23.5 士 4.6 
Post-test Resistance ( Nm) 23.3 士 8.0 27.5 士 6.7* 23.6 士 6.1 23.9 士 4.9 
Pre-test Subject Rating^ (cm) 6 . 9 ± 1 . 2 6.5士0.9 6.5士0.8 5.6士2.0 
Post-test Subject Rating (cm) 6.9 士 1.8 7.1 士 1.4 6.7 士 0.8 5.7 士 1.9 
^Group 1 stretched for eight weeks, group 2 stretched for four weeks, group 3 control for eight weeks and group 4 control for 
four weeks. 
bRange of motion ofknee angle which indicate flexibility ofhamstrings during passive knee extension. 
Resistance ofhamstrings at the point of "maximum stretch without pain" of passive knee extension test. 
^Subjective Rating of the amount of stretch at the point of "maximum stretch without pain". 
* = p < 0.05, significantly different from pre-test. 
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4.2.3 SUBJECTIVE RATING OF PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST 
Perceived stretch at the point of "maximum stretch without pain" showed no 
detectable changes in all groups. The rating was in all cases similar in pre-test and 
post-test (Table 4 and Figure 15). The rating was ranging from 5.6 to 7.1 cm. 
4.2.4 MYOELECTRIC ACTIVITIES OF HAMSTRINGS OF PRE-TEST 
AND POST-TEST 
Jn regarding to ffiMG on pre-test and post-test conditions, an almost similar 
amplitude was found in each individual group. Li each of the four groups, no 
significant changes of EEMG recordings were obtained at the point of "maximum 
stretch without pain" (Table 5, Figure 16 and 17). E M G value were small, ranging 
from 0.0062 mV to 0.0074 mV. 
Figure 13. Range of Motion of Knee in Passive Knee Extension Test in Trained and 
Untrained Subjects. Mean and Standard Deviation are given. 
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Figure 14. Passive Resistance of Hamstrings in Trained and Untrained Subjects. 
Mean and Standard Deviation are given. 
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Figure 15. Rating ofPerceived Stretch in Trained and Untrained Subjects. Mean and 
Standard Deviation are given. 
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Table 5. Mean and Standard Deviation of Electromyography Activities ofHamstrings 
for Pre-test and Post-test. 
Groupa 
l ( n = 1 0 ) 2 (n=10) 3 ( n = 1 0 ) 4 ( n = 10) 
Pre-test IEMG (Med)^mV) 0.0074 ± 0.0020 0.0066 土 0.0010 0.0069 士 0.0020 0.0069 ± 0.0020 
Post-test ffiMG (Med) (mV) 0.0074 士 0.0030 0.0062 士 0.0010 0.0069 土 0.0010 0.0070 士 0.0030 
Pre-test ffiMG (Lat) ‘ (mV) 0.0069 ± 0.0010 0.0063 士 0.0010 0.0063 士 0.0000 0.0068 土 0.0020 
Post-testffiMG(Lat)(mV) 0 .0070±0.0010 0.0062 ±0.0000 0.0068 ±0.0020 0.0072 ± 0.0030 
^Group 1 stretched for eight weeks, group 2 stretched for four weeks, group 3 control for eight weeks and group 4 control for 
four weeks. 
b f f i M G O^ed) is the integrated EMG of medial hamstrings. 
cffiMG O^at) is the integrated EMG oflateral hamstrings. 
Figure 16. Megrated Electromyography of Medial Hamstrings in Trained and 
Untrained Subjects. Mean and Standard Deviation are given. 
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Figure 17. Megrated Electromyography of Lateral Hamstrings in Trained and 
Untrained Subjects. Mean and Standard Deviation are given. 
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4.2.5 HAMSTRINGS PERFORMANCE OF PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST 
Results of pre-test and post-test on hamstrings performances in terms of 
isokinetic concentric and eccentric peak torque and total work of various speed are 
shown in Table 6 and 7. An increase ofboth peak torque and total work of concentric 
contraction were shown at 1207sec for group 1 (eight-week protocol). After 8 weeks 
training, the peak torque of hamstrings of group 1 increased by 9.2 Nm (72.7 to 81.9 
Nm; p < 0.05) and the total work increased by 14.6 J (69.7 to 84.3 J; p < 0.05) at 
1207sec. For group 2 (four-week protocol), there were also increase of total work at 
607sec eccentric contraction and at 2407sec concentric contraction after training. 
After 4 weeks training, the total work of hamstrings increased by 14.3 J (105.2 to 
119.5 J; p < 0.05) at 607sec eccentric contraction. Besides, the total work developed 
at 2407sec concentric contraction increased by 8.3 J (52 to 60.3 J; p < 0.05). Other 
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then that conditions, however, there were no significant increase in peak torque and 
total work in the training groups. For the control groups, no significant increased of 
peak torque and total work when comparing post-test with pre-test condition. 
Table 6. Mean and Standard Deviation ofPerformance ofHamstrings in Terms of 
Isokinetic Peak Torque at Various Speed for Pre-test and Post-test. 
Groupa 
l ( n = 1 0 ) 2 ( n = 1 0 ) 3 ( n = 1 0 ) 4 ( n = 1 0 ) 
Pre-test Peak Torque at 607sec conc.^ (Nm) 90.6 士 31.5 85.3 士 24.6 84.0 土 28.0 81.6 士 18.0 
Post-test Peak Torque at 607sec conc. Q^m) 90.2 士 30.8 94.9 士 25.0 81.2 土 29.8 82.7 士 20.7 
Pre-test Peak Torque at 607sec ecc.c(Nm) 99.9 士 26.5 91.3 士 30.1 92.9 士 32.2 101.3 ±16.6 
Post-test Peak Torque at 607sec ecc. (Nm) 102.7 士 32.6 97.9 士 26.6 98.6 士 35.8 102.1 士 17.8 
Pre-test Peak Torque at 1207sec conc. QStai) 72.7 士 25.1 72.3 士 22.7 74.0 士 30.8 73.0 士 14.5 
Post-test Peak Torque at 1207sec conc. GStai) 81.9 士 29.5* 78.4 士 21.4 74.8 土 24.0 75.4 土 19.3 
Pre-test Peak Torque at 1207sec ecc. Q^m) 96.3 士 23.8 103.6 士 33.8 100.1 土 42.4 99.3 土 15.2 
Post-test Peak Torque at 1207sec ecc. (Nm) 96.0 土 28.0 108.5 土 34.3 96.4 土 34.8 103.4 士 23.6 
Pre-test Peak Torque at 2407sec conc. (Nm) 55.9 士 24.9 51.6 士 16.5 51.3 士 20.5 47.8 士 12.4 
Post-test Peak Torque at 2407sec conc. (Nm) 57.5 土 24.8 56.3 士 17.4 51.9 士 14.7 51.6 士 19.2 
Pre-test Peak Torque at 2407sec ecc. C^m) 102.3 ± 30.9 94.7 ± 2 6 . 2 90.2 ± 40.2 96.5 土 2 0 . 9 
Post-test Peak Torque at 2407sec ecc. QStai) 103.5 士 32.8 100.4 土 33.6 87.5 士 29.5 97.2 士 30.1 
^roup 1 stretched for eight weeks, group 2 stretched for four weeks, group 3 control for eight weeks and group 4 control for 
four weeks. 
bConc. is the concentric contraction 
CEcc. is the eccentric contraction 
* = p < 0.05, significantly different from pre-test. 
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Table 7 �M e a n and Standard Deviation of Performance of Hamstrings in Terms of 
Isokinetic Total Work at Various Speed for Pre-test and Post-test. 
Groupa 
1 ( n = 1 0 ) 2 ( n = 1 0 ) 3 ( n = 1 0 ) 4 ( n = 1 0 ) 
Pre-test Total Work at 607sec conc.^ (J) 84.4 士 35.9 86.3 士 23.2 85.2 士 26.1 76.8 土 19.2 
Post-test Total Work at 607sec conc. (J) 90.3 土 33.6 97.6 士 28.8 89.0 士 33.5 83.4 土 30.7 
Pre-test Total Work at 607sec ecc.'(J) 110.6 土 31.9 105.2 士 30.2 108.6 士 40.5 110.8 土 20.2 
Post-test Total Work at 607sec ecc. (J) 108.3 士 31.0 119.5 士 35.1* 119.3士44.6 114.6 土 27.9 
Pre-test Total Work at 1207sec conc. (J) 69.7 士 28.4 70.8 士 21.9 79.5 土 30.8 66.9 士 18.0 
Post-test Total Work at 1207sec conc. (J) 84.3 士 36.1* 78.9 士 23.9 79.0 士 25.6 73.6 士 27.6 
Pre-test Total Work at 1207sec ecc. (J) 103.6 士26.1 113.3 士 34.9 112.7 土 42.6 109.9 士 25.1 
Post-test Total Work at 1207sec ecc. (J) 110.7± 33.4 123.7 ±38 .6 116 .8±45 .2 119.1士34.2 
Pre-test Total Work at 2407sec conc. (J) 56.9 士 28.1 52.0 士 17.7 61.0 士 30.8 47.7 士 18.3 
Post-test Total Work at 2407sec conc. (J) 62.4 士 31.1 60.3 士 19.3* 57.8 士 16.5 58.1 士 29.4 
Pre-test Total Work at 2407sec ecc. (J) 113.3 士 33.3 108.8 士 27.8 110.3 士 46.1 111.0 士 26.3 
Post-test Total Work at 2407sec ecc. (J) 124 .1±43 .4 118 .9±38.7 111 .4±32.8 119.8±37.4 
^Group 1 stretched for eight weeks, group 2 stretched for four weeks, group 3 control for eight weeks and group 4 control for 
four weeks. 
^Conc. is the concentric contraction 
^cc . is the eccentric contraction 
* = p < 0.05，significantly different from pretest. 
4.2.6 RANGE OF MOTION DIFFERENCE AMONG TRAINED AND 
UNTRAINED GROUPS 
To determine whether the training effects among the four treatment groups 
were different from each other, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test the 
significance of mean changes between groups. All gain scores which obtained by 
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subtracting the post-test values from the pre-test value were used for ANOVA 
analysis. 
An ANOVA Q? < 0.05) was done for mean difference of the ROM among four 
groups (Table 8). Statistical significant , F (3, 36) = 22.34, p < 0.05, was observed. 
The follow-up Scheffe test showed that both training groups were statistically with 
greater gain in ROM when comparing to the corresponding control group (Table 9). 
However, no significant difference was found in ROM gained between the two 
training groups. Based on the results of the ANOVA, the null hypothesis that no 
difference would be obtained in the gain of ROM of knee among the four treatment 
groups can be rejected. 
4.2.7 PASSIVE RESISTANCE OF HAMSTRINGS DIFFERENCE AMONG 
TRAINED AND UNTRAINED GROUPS 
For the torque data, a borderline significant value, F (3, 36) = 2.83, p = 0.052 
(Table 10), indicated that, even though the changes oftorque value between the four 
groups were different: Group 1 mean changes -1, Group 2 is 4.7, Group 3 is 0.1 and 
Group 4 is 0.4, the difference was only to be considered as a borderline significant. 
4.2.8 SUBJECTIVE RATING OF PERCEIVED STRETCH DIFFERENCE 
AMONG TRAINED AND UNTRAINED GROUPS 
For the subjective rating data, ANOVA results revealed no significant 
difference exist between the groups, F (3，36) = 1.32,;?> 0.05 (Table 11). 
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4.2.9 MYOELECTRIC ACTIVITIES OF HAMSTRINGS DIFFERENCE 
AMONG TRAINED AND UNTRAINED GROUPS 
No significant difference existed in myoelectric activities ofmedial hamstrings 
among the four groups, F (3, 36) = 0.46, p > 0.05 (Table 12). There were also no 
significant difference in activities oflateral hamstrings among four groups, F (3, 36)= 
0.49,;7>0.05 (Table 13). 
4.3.0 PERFORMANCE OF HAMSTRINGS DIFFERENCE AMONG 
TRAENHED AND UNTRAINED GROUPS 
For hamstrings performance, there were no significant differences 
demonstrated in peak torque in either concentric or eccentric contraction at each level 
of speed among four groups, p > 0.05 (Table 14 - 19). Besides, no significant 
differences existed in total work in both concentric and eccentric contraction at three 
different speed among four groups, p > 0.05 (Table 20 - 25). 
Table 8. Summary of Analysis of Variance for Mean Difference in Range of Motion 
ofKnee for Four Groups. 
Source of variance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio F prob. 
freedom squares squares 
Between groups 3 1046.79 348.93 22.3383 0.0000 
Within groups 36 562.33 15.62 
Total 39 1609.12 
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Table 9. Scheffe Test for Mean Difference in Range of Motion of Knee for Four 
Groups. 
Group 4 Group 3 Group 2 Group 1 
Mean Group 
0.40 Group 4 
-0.30 Group 3 
9.22 Group 2 * * 
11.16 Group 1 * * 
* Mdicates significance a tp < 0.05. 
Table 10. Summary of Analysis of Variance for Mean Difference in Passive 
Resistance ofHamstrings for Four Groups. 
Source ofvariance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio Fprob. 
freedom squares squares 
Between groups 3 187.87 62.62 2.8261 0.0523 
Within groups 36 797.73 22.16 
Total 39 985.59 
Table 11. Summary of Analysis ofVariance for Mean Difference in Subjective Rating 
for Four Groups. 
Source ofvariance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio Fprob. 
freedom squares squares 
Between groups 3 3.25 1.08 1.3191 0.2832 
Within groups 36 29.59 0.82 
Total 39 32.84 
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Table 12. Summary ofAnalvsis ofVariance for Mean Difference in ffiMG of Medial 
Hamstrings for Four Groups. 
Source ofvariance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio Fprob. 
freedom squares squares 
Betweengroups 3 0.0000 0.0000 0.4564 0.7144 
Within groups 36 0.0000 0.0000 
Total 39 0.0000 
Table 13. Summary ofAnalvsis ofVariance for Mean Difference in EEMG ofLateral 
Hamstrings for Four groups. 
Source ofvariance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio Fprob. 
freedom squares squares 
Between groups 3 0.0000 0.0000 0.4865 0.6938 
Within groups 36 0.0001 0.0000 
Total 39 0.0001 
Table 14. Summary of Analysis of Variance for Mean Difference in Peak Torque of 
Concentric Contraction at the Speed of Sixty Degrees Per Second of Hamstrings for 
Four Groups. 
Source of variance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio F prob. 
freedom squares squares 
Between groups 3 726.08 242.03 1.4285 0.2504 
Within groups 36 6099.30 169.43 
Total 39 6825.38 
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Table 15. Summary of Analysis of Variance for Mean Difference in Peak Torque of 
Eccentric Contraction at the Speed of Sixty Degrees Per Second of Hamstrings for 
Four Groups. 
Source ofvariance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio Fprob. 
freedom squares squares 
Between groups 3 181.70 60.57 0.1816 0.9082 
Within groups 36 12004.20 333.45 
Total 39 12185.90 
Table 16. Summary of Analysis of Variance for Mean Difference in Peak Torque of 
Concentric Contraction at the Speed of One Hundred and Twenty Degrees Per Second 
of Hamstrings for Four Groups. 
Source ofvariance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio Fprob. 
freedom squares squares 
Between groups 3 426.88 142.29 1.2921 0.2919 
Within groups 36 3964.50 110.13 
Total 39 4391.38 
-
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Table 17. Summary of Analvsis of Variance for Mean Difference in Peak Torque of 
Eccentric Contraction at the Speed of One Hundred and Twenty Degrees Per Second 
ofHamstrings for Four Groups. 
Source ofvariance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio Fprob. 
freedom squares squares 
Betweengroups 3 483.50 161.17 0.3565 0.7847 
Within groups 36 16276.00 452.11 
Total 39 16759.50 
Table 18. Summary of Analvsis of Variance for Mean Difference in Peak Torque of 
Concentric Contraction at the Speed of Two Hundred and Forty Degrees Per Second 
ofHamstrings for Four Groups. 
Source ofvariance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio Fprob. 
freedom squares squares 
Between groups 3 108.28 36.09 0.3763 0.7706 
Within groups 36 3452.50 95.90 
Total 39 3560.78 
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Table 19. Summary of Analvsis of Variance for Mean Difference in Peak Torque of 
Eccentric Contraction at the Speed ofTwo Hundred and Fortv Degrees Per Second of 
Hamstrings for Four Groups. 
Source ofvariance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio Fprob. 
freedom squares squares 
Betweengroups 3 424.68 141.56 0.3412 0.7956 
Within groups 36 14934.30 414.84 
Total 39 15358.98 
Table 20. Summary of Analvsis of Variance for Mean Difference in Total Work of 
Concentric Contraction at the Speed of Sixty Degrees Per Second of Hamstrings for 
Four Groups. 
Source ofvariance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio Fprob. 
freedom squares squares 
Between groups 3 458.10 152.70 0.6002 0.6191 
Within groups 36 9159.00 254.42 
Total 39 9617.10 
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Table 21. Summary of Analysis of Variance for Mean Difference in Total Work of 
Eccentric Contraction at the Speed of Sixty Degrees Per Second of Hamstrings for 
Four Groups. 
Source ofvariance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio Fprob. 
freedom squares squares 
Between groups 3 1620.48 540.16 1.4113 0.2553 
Within groups 36 13778.30 382.73 
Total 39 15398.78 
Table 22. Summary of Analysis of Variance for Mean Difference in Total Work of 
Concentric Contraction at the Speed of One Hundred and Twenty Degrees Per Second 
ofHamstrings for Four Groups. 
Source of variance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio F prob. 
freedom squares squares 
Between groups 3 1151.08 383.69 2.4631 0.0781 
Within groups 36 5607.90 155.78 
Total 39 6758.98 
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Table 23. Summary of Analysis of Variance for Mean Difference in Total Work of 
Eccentric Contraction at the Speed of One Hundred and Twenty Degrees Per Second 
ofHamstrings for Four Groups. 
Source of variance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio F prob. 
freedom squares squares 
Between groups 3 99.00 33.00 0.0591 0.9809 
Within groups 36 20107.40 558.54 
Total 39 20206.40 
Table 24. Summary of Analysis of Variance for Mean Difference in Total Work of 
Concentric Contraction at the Speed of Two Hundred and Forty Degrees Per Second 
ofHamstrings for Four Groups. 
Source of variance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio F prob. 
freedom squares squares 
Between groups 3 1072.90 357.63 1.5874 0.2093 
Within groups 36 8110.60 225.29 
Total 39 9183.50 
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Table 25. Summary of Analysis of Variance for Mean Difference in Total Work of 
Eccentric Contraction at the Speed of Two Hundred and Forty Degrees Per Second of 
Hamstrings for Four Groups. 
Source of variance Degree of Sum of Mean F ratio F prob. 
freedom squares squares 
Between groups 3 601.40 200.47 0.3634 0.7798 
Within groups 36 19861.00 551.69 





5.1 HAMSTRINGS FLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS 
Li this study, ROM of knee was measured as indication for flexibility of 
hamstrings by passive knee extension test. Both training groups resulted in ROM 
improvement {p < 0.05), indicating flexibility of hamstrings can be improved 
effectively under the static stretch training by the eight-week protocol and the four-
week protocol. When comparing the amount of changes between the two training 
groups, no significant difference was found. Therefore, it is recommend that training 
of static stretching by either the four-week or the eight-week protocol for increasing 
hamstrings flexibility. Although it is expected to see more gain in range by eight-
week duration, the amount of increase of ROM ofknee occurring in each was similar. 
Thus if the effectiveness of static stretch are taken from the gain in range alone, it 
makes little difference if one does training with the corresponding protocol in four-
week duration or eight-week duration. The need of using a longer duration of 
stretching, therefore, may be questioned. 
The improved ROM demonstrated by both stretching groups in the present 
study may be indicative of viscoelastic (Magnusson et al., 1995; Taylor, Brooks, & 
Ryan, 1997; Taylor et al., 1990) and lengthening changes (Gajdosik, 1991; C. Tardieu, 
J. C. Tabary, C. Tabary, & G. Tardieu, 1982; Williams & Goldspink, 1978) ofthe 
hamstrings. Taylor et al. (1990) demonstrated sustained musculotendinous unit 
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elongation due to stress relaxation and creep in simulated static stretching and cyclic 
stretching, respectively by using an vivo animal stretch model. McHugh, Magnusson, 
Glein and Nicholas (1992) provided further support for viscoelastic stress relaxation 
using a human static stretch model which produced hamstrings elongation from 
straight leg raise stretching. Li contrast to acute stretching bouts, Gajdosik (1991) 
reported increased hamstrings length to daily static stretching. Generalizing animal 
studies ofmuscle immobilized in lengthened positions allow for possible explanations 
of these human hamstrings length and resistance adaptations. Animal muscle 
immobilized in lengthened positions demonstrated an increased number of sarcomeres 
(Tabary, & Tardieu, 1972; Williams & Goldspink, 1978) and a shift in the passive 
length-tension curve, indicating increased muscle extensibility. 
Since the effectiveness of stretching exercises is usually confirmed by an 
increase in ROM, both training protocols are effective. A comparison with published 
data reveals a wide range of results. For example, Bandy and hon (1994): 3.78 
degrees to 10.86 degrees increase after static stretching; Etnyre and Abraham, (1986): 
0.2 degree decrease after static stretching. Differences in research design in each of 
these static stretching studies make it difficult to generalize across studies about the 
nature of lengthening responses obtained. Such differences include the equipment 
used, warm-up or preconditioning used, stretching positions and stretching force. 




5.2 HAMSTRINGS PASSIVE RESISTANCE ANALYSIS 
After the corresponding protocol training, passive resistance of hamstrings 
remained unchanged at the end point of the passive knee extension test of the eight-
week training group and both control groups while it increased significantly for the 
four-week training group. 
The magnitude that the passive tension changes may have been secondary to a 
combination of factors. Toft, Espersen, Kalund, Sinkj^r and Homemann (1989) 
demonstrated that passive tension increased exponentially with the change in muscle 
length in the range of ankle dorsiflexion angles where the plantar flexors are the major 
contributors to passive tension. This relation has also previously been shown in cats 
(Johns & Wright, 1962), in human proximal interphalangeal joints (Wright & Johns, 
1961), in isolated human muscle (Casella, 1950). The increase can be explained by a 
greater number of parallel tissue elements being consecutively loaded with the 
deformation. For short stretches, only a few elements contribute to the stiffiiess, the 
rest being slack (unloaded); for longer stretches, more elements contribute to the 
tension (yiidik, 1973). Li microscopic recordings from the stretching of rabbit 
Achilles tendons, Viidik (1972) demonstrated a parallel wavy structure of the 
collagen fibrils in the unstretched tendon. During physiologic elongation of the 
tendon, the waviness disappeared gradually and simultaneously with an exponential 
increase of passive tension. Therefore if the range is further, the passive resistance 
should correspond to increase, ln the present study, both training groups show 
increase in ROM after training. This increase in ROM should accompany with the 
increase of passive resistance. However, The results reveal that the passive resistance 
of group 1 (eight-week protocol) remained unchanged at the end point, and 
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presumably concomitant increased in ROM. This may due to the fact that adaptation 
of muscle and connective tissue take place. While in group 2 (four-week protocol), 
the passive resistance increased at the end point. It may due to insufficient adaptation 
of soft tissue in four weeks duration. Apparently the passive tension changes are 
related to the duration of the stretching program last. 
Muscle is a very adaptable tissue. The sarcomere number in muscle can be 
altered by immobilization. When the muscle is immobilized in the lengthened 
position sarcomeres are added on, and when the muscle is immobilized in the 
shortened position sarcomeres are lost (Williams and Goldspink, 1973). The results 
revealed that immobilization of the soleus muscles of adult mice in the lengthen 
position continuously for a few weeks duration resulted in an increase in sarcomere 
number followed by a retum to almost normal levels gradually for a few weeks 
duration when the restriction was removed. It implies that time is necessary for 
adaptation to take place. Furthermore, Tardieu et al. (1982) demonstrated length 
adaptation of connective tissue did not increase significantly in adult cat soleus 
muscles in lengthen position even for 28 days immobilization in lengthen position. 
This further suggested adaptation of either muscle or connective tissue takes certain 
time. 
The physiological regulation of sarcomere in series is not known; however, 
there are several possible working hypotheses. For instance, a change of length which 
will induce a change in the passive tension will be detected by the receptors of the 
muscle and this may result in modifications to the muscle structure mediated by some 
sort of neural influence entering the muscle via the reflex pathways. On the other 
hand the control might be mainly myogenic. Li other words, it may be a direct effect 
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of passive tension on the muscle fibers and in particular on the myofibrils. Stretching 
of the muscle would be expected to stretch the sarcomeres: this would produce a 
decrease in the overlap of myosin and actin filaments, preventing the development of 
maximum contractile strength. There must be some kind of feedback mechanism 
enabling muscle fibers to adjust to a new length while retaining optimum sarcomere 
length by producing more sarcomere in series. It is suggested that stretching of the 
muscle pulls out the sarcommeres could bring sarcomeres to a length where there is 
too little overlap of myofilaments for maximum tension to be developed. Adding on 
sarcomeres could result in sarcomere length being restored to the optimum. 
It has been suggested that "tight" hamstrings are associated with various 
clinical problems, including specific disorders of back and sports-related injuries. 
What is meant by "tight" hamstrings is somewhat unclear, but the term probably refers 
to muscles with decreased length, decreased length extensibility, and decreased 
passive compliance. Possible changes in experimental muscle compliance can be 
determined by the slope of the passive tension-length curve. As compliance was not 
the subject of the present work, the results given here are not sufficient to enable a 
valid conclusion that the protocol training alter the compliance of hamstrings to be 
drawn. However it can be still predicted from the passive resistance value of 
hamstrings. Since the improvement of knee extension angle of both training groups 
are similar and simultaneously only group 2 increase in passive resistance after 
training, the compliance seems to decrease more relatively in the eight-week protocol 
than the four-week protocol. A complete further study would have to include the 
measurement of a series ofrelationship between the tension and length for every angle 
of passive knee extension test to confirm this point. 
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One ofthe expected effects of stretching is a reduction of passive resistance of 
the musculotendinous unit. The passive force in the current study was caused by the 
tension of the hamstrings and by the weight of the lower leg. Since the weight of 
lower leg is assumed not change. Any change in passive force was solely due to the 
tension developed by hamstrings during passive stretched. After stretching, the 
muscle and tendon are more pliable and, therefore, are less likely to be overstretched 
by an external load. A reduction in the resistance caused by a passive stretch of the 
muscles is likely to diminish the risk of injury, since the muscles sustain a reduction 
stress and will probably be less susceptible to strain injuries. If ROM is the only 
criterion to consider in evaluating the effectiveness of these two stretching protocols, 
it makes little difference which activity is chosen. If safety were the dependent 
variable rather than just the ROM, possibly the eight-week protocol produce less 
resistance than training with the four-week protocol of the hamstrings. Since the 
passive resistance in group 2 is significantly increased at the end point, eight weeks 
training period is more recommended in terms of reducing risk ofinjury. 
5.3 RATING OF PERCEIVED STRETCH ANALYSIS 
The similar magnitudes of rating of perceived stretch (P > 0.05) were found in 
both training groups and control groups before training. The rating of perceived 
stretches remained unchanged in the post-test for all four treatment groups. Besides, 
the mean changes were not significantly different among four treatment groups. 
The effectiveness of stretching in humans has previously been limited to 
investigating joint ROM as the dependent variable. However, joint ROM 
measurements may be influenced by pain threshold and subject bias to demonstrate 
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increased ROM following intervention. It was recently suggested that acute and long 
term increases in maximal attainable joint ROM is related to the subject's tolerance to 
the stretch, rather than just the passive properties of the muscle (Magnusson, 
Simonsen，Aagaard, & Dyhre-Poulsen et al., 1996，& Magnusson，Simonsen, Aagard, 
Sorensen & Kjaer，1996). 
][n theory an increase in extensibility of the hamstrings can be achieved in the 
following ways: by a change in the active or passive resistance of hamstrings or by 
increase in stretch tolerance. Li the current study, the stretch feeling as perceived by 
the subjects, did not, however, seemed to grow with the increased in ROM of knee as 
measured by the passive knee extension test. That meant in the post-test condition, 
the subjects could pass through the end point that starting with onset of pain in the 
pre-test situation whereas the rating remained the same. 
The mechanism for increased joint ROM is partially due to a result ofhabitual 
stretching that alter the stretch tolerance. Stretch tolerance was augmented, as 
evidenced by increased maximal joint angle and the accompanying increased passive 
resistance of hamstrings in group 2. Therefore improved ROM appeared to be partly 
due to an increased stretch tolerance. 
5.4 HAMSTRINGS MYOELECTRIC ACTIVITIES ANALYSIS 
The protocol used to stretch in the two training groups produced similar EMG 
value for comparison. Surface EMG was used to monitor activity of hamstrings 
muscles among stretching trials. Some resistance to passive stretching have been 
influenced by neuromuscular activity detected by surface EMG. Small value ofEMG 
in the current study indicated that there were no voluntary contraction of hamstrings 
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muscle occur and the subjects could follow instructions to relax their hamstrings. The 
data from this study suggests that the EMG level at the subjective end point for 
stretching of the post-test condition coincide with the pre-test condition. Thus, 
increase ROM under these conditions were achieved while the hamstrings were under 
the similar muscle myoelectric activities. 
If the intervention resulted in a greater joint angle, the EMG activity may be 
different as a function of the new joint angle, ln the present study, the ffiMG at the 
new joint angle remains the same as that at the end point of pre-test. However, a 
change in the muscle myoelectric activities may only be concluded if a change in 
ffiMG was observed at the same joint angle. Therefore, the reported of unchanged in 
EEMG in the same joint angle cannot be concluded. Further study is necessary to 
demonstrate the level EMG activities ofthe hamstring muscles and the passive torque 
at a constant angle. 
A decrease in the gain of the stretch reflex would result in a decreased 
response to stretch, and thus a decrease in the subsequent reflex contraction that 
resists stretch. Such a change could result from one of several adaptations occurring 
in response to stretch. For example, a decrease in gamma motor drive to spindles 
during passive stretch would decrease spindle sensitivity and therefore decrease the 
reflex contraction. Attenuation of the afferent signal somewhere between the time it 
leaves the spindle and the time it synapses with the alpha-motoneuron would also 
reduce the reflex response to stretch. Although the idea of reduced spindle sensitivity 
as a contributor to increased ROM is logical, there are few data to support it. Jn fact, 
it has been shown that reduced muscle activity and complete relaxation may not 
necessarily be required to achieved ROM. When various stretching techniques are 
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compared, the largest changes in ROM are often achieved paradoxically, with those 
that produced the most EMG activity in stretched muscle (Moore & Hutton，1980; 
Condon & Hutton, 1987). These data suggests that although the stretch reflex acts to 
oppose stretch, the reflex contraction may not be sufficiently intense to limit ROM. 
5.5 HAMSTRINGS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
The performance of hamstrings improves in selective isokinetic conditions in 
both training groups, but not the control groups. Significant increase in hamstrings 
peak torque and total work occurred concentrically at 1207sec for the eight-week 
training group. For the four-week training group, significant increase in total work 
occurred eccentrically at 607sec and concentrically at 2407sec. No significant 
increase occurred in concentric or eccentric peak torque or total work at other speed 
profile. The improvement of performance can be explained by the following reasons. 
After stretching training, the stiffiiess of muscle series elasticity has been observed to 
be reduced, with the consequence that the storage of elasticity energy is more efficient 
(Wilson et al.，1992). Therefore, increases in eccentric force production are attributed 
to increases in hamstring in compliance of the series elastic component that results in 
a greater ability to store potential energy. Lnprovement in concentric peak torque 
production resulted from the increased storage of potential energy during eccentric 
loading, which is used in the immediate concentric contraction (Gavagna, 1970; 
Gavagan, et al.，1968). 
Besides, calcium release in muscles with extended sarcomere length has been 
described after eccentric contraction and following stretching (Cavanagh and Komi, 
1979). These fmdings suggest that improved ion transport mechanisms in the muscle 
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membrane might be induced by stretching. This mechanism may be responsible for 
the effects observed and therefore further increase the force out-put to a given 
myoelectric input. 
In the present study, improvement of hamstrings performance in terms of 
isokinetic peak torque and total work showed in selected speed in both the eight-week 
and the four-week training groups but not for the control groups. It probably due to 
the improvement of flexibility of hamstrings for both training groups. However, no 
consistence improvement showed for all testing speed in either training groups. It is 
unable to explain this phenomenon. 
The increases in performance of hamstring muscles in this study were not due 
to a learning effect for the following reasons: 1) subjects were familiarized with the 
active knee flexion test and Cybex Norm prior to pre-testing, and 2) reliability data 
indicated that no learning effect occurred between testing sessions separated by one 
hour as indicated by the ICC reliability coefficient (Table 2). Therefore, it is 
concluded that the improvements in muscle performance were the result of the 
flexibility increases. 
The question as to whether the observed positive changes in muscle 
parameters are to be considered as consequences of structural alternations of the 
muscle, in the sense of length increases, rather than as consequences of changes in 
reflex activity or other electrophysiological adaptations, is also controversial. 
Therefore, more histologic or histochemical studies are necessary to see the micro-
stmctural changes after stretching training. 
Hamstrings performance measured in the open kinetic chain was investigated 
in this study. Caution must be when generalizing these results to closed kinetic chain 
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activities. Additional studies are needed to determine the effect of increasing 
hamstrings flexibility on closed kinetic chain activities. 
5.6 LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
Age is a limiting factor of flexibility. Aging is commonly associated with a 
progressive decrease in ROM in manyjoints. The literature does not provide adequate 
explanations for the cause of such a decrease, nor does it provide conclusive evidence 
that the relationship always exists. It is speculated that flexibility decreases with 
increasing age. Li this study, only an age range ofl8-30 was done. Further study can 
include the other age range. Li addition to age, other factors such as gender and other 
joints under study may also be investigated. As the sample size was not very large, it 
was not cleared which protocol was more effective for men and women to increased 
ROM over an extended period of time. An interesting observation can be made to 
compare the effects of the flexibility treatments between the men and women. The 
effect of various duration of stretching on other muscles oftmnk and limbs need to be 
investigated. Jn the present study, normal subjects were used. Further study may also 
aim at the patient groups with orthopedic or neuromuscular disorder for regain or 
maintain the ROM in the pathological joint orjoint with contracture. 
Li future studies, an extended time for follow-up examination is suggested to 
observe the long-term effects of static stretching techniques. Measurements may also 
be taken after the immediate response and so the more permanent effects can be 
determined. 
Li the current study the histological and histochemical differences between 
groups was not investigated. A detailed histological analysis of muscle and 
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connective tissue can provide a more clear picture of the ultrastmctural changes in the 
connective tissue and sarcomere after training. Therefore, whether changes occur or 
changes similar to those reported for animal models occurred in the subjects is 
unknown and warrants further study. 
In the current study, ffiMG, passive resistance and rating of perceived stretch 
before and after stretch were compared at the end point of the passive knee extension 
test. When interpreting the above results, one should bear in mind that the values 
recorded in the post-test condition were the points further than that in the pre-test 
situation. These dependent valuables were only compared at the subjective end point. 
If equipment available, one can take the data in a few coincident points through out 
the range for pre-test and post-test comparison. If the intervention resulted in a 
greater joint angle, the EEMG activity, passive resistance and rating may be different 
as a function of the new joint angle. Further study is necessary to demonstrate the 
level myoelectric activities, passive resistance of the hamstrings and the subjective 
rating at a constant angle. 
5.7 CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of the present study was to determine the effects of the static 
stretching program with different stretching protocols on flexibility, passive 
resistance, muscle myoelectric activity, muscle performance of hamstrings and the 
rating of perceived stretch. Forty healthy subjects aged 18 to 30 years were randomly 
assigned into one of the four groups. The two training groups were undergo static 
stretch training of hamstrings either by a four-week protocol or by an eight-week 
protocol, toprovements of flexibility of both training groups were observed {p < 
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0.05). However, no significant difference of amount of gain in ROM among the four-
week stretching regimen and the eight-week stretching regimen. Therefore, it may be 
questionable to use a longer duration for static stretch training when the objective is to 
increase the ROM only. Alternatively, it is recommended to use the eight-week 
regimen in terms of reduce risk of injury incorporating a relatively lower passive 
resistance. In the present study, the subjective rating of perceived stretch could 
reproduce even treatment intervention were given in between. The mechanism for 
increased ROM might partially due to altered stretch tolerance. Stretch tolerance was 
augmented, as evidenced by increased maximal joint angle and the accompanying 
increased passive resistance of hamstrings. While the EEMG value was small. The 
data from this study suggested that the muscle myoelectric activities at the subjective 
end point of the passive knee extension test of the post-test condition coincide with 
the pre-test condition. Thus, increase ROM under these conditions were achieved 
while the hamstrings were under the similar muscle myoelectric activities. Li the 
present study, performance of hamstrings in both training groups improved in 
selective isokinetic speed in terms of peak torque and total work. It probably due to 
the improvement of flexibility of hamstrings for both training groups. The increases 
in hamstrings performance in this study were not due to a leaming effect. The results 
of this study provide information that can be used to shape rationale and practical 
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You freely and voluntarily consent to participate in the research project titled "The 
effects of static stretching on flexibility, muscle myoelectric activity, muscle performance, 
passive resistance of hamstrings and the rating of perceived stretch". The purpose of this 
study is to determine which stretching protocols will be more effective in increasing the 
flexibility of hamstring muscles. The experiment will be conducted in the Biomechanics 
laboratory of the Sports Science and Physical Education Department of the Chinese 
University ofHong Kong. 
You understand it will be necessary to participate in two testing sessions including 
flexibility testing, isokinetic strength testing, electromyographic recording and passive 
resistance measuring of your hamstring muscles, and rating the perceived stretch at the point 
of "maximum stretch without pain" and a four or eight weeks training period with three 
training sessions of static stretching per week if being selected into training groups. A 
thorough description ofthe procedures has been explained including the physiological effects 
of stretching. 
There exists the possibility risk of feeling of muscle soreness after the eccentric 
contraction of the isokinetic strength test or the feeling of mild discomfort during the 
stretching. 
You have been informed of the various contra-indication which would keep you from 
participation in this study. These include recent orthopedic trauma to spine or lower limb, 
neurological problem, heart problem and tumor. You are responsible for fully disclosing 
such information before entering the test. 
Any questions about the procedures used in the testing procedure and training 
program and the results of your test are encouraged. If you have any concerns or questions, 
please ask for further explanations. All the data or answers to questions will remain 
confidential. 
Your permission to participation the study is voluntary. You are free to withdraw the 
consent and discontinue participation in this research at any time. 
I have read this form. I understand the testing and training procedures that I will 
perform as well as the attendant risks and discomforts. Knowing these risks and discomforts, 
and having had an opportunity to ask questions that have been answered to my satisfaction, I 
consent to participate in this study. 
Date Signature of Subject 
Date Signature of Witness 
.Date Signature of the investigator 
Appendix B 
PERSONAL PARTICULARS AND PAST MEDICAL 
HISTORY SCREENING SHEET 
Name Sex/ age  
Date ofbirth LD.no. ：  
Bodyweight kg Bodyheight m 
Telephone number  
Past medical history: 
YES/NO Hip problem that necessitated medical intervation 
YES/N0 Knee problem that necessitated medical intervation 
YES/NO Spinal problem that necessitated medical intervation 
YESmO Tumor 
YES/^0 Cardiovascular disease 
YES/TSK) Metabolic disease 
*Please circle the apporiate answers 
^ 
Appendix A 
PERCEIVED STRETCH RATING SCALE 
Mark on the line with a [ | ] that most describe the severity of stretch feeling at the 
point of your “maximum stretch without pain" during the assessment between the 
extreme of "no stretch" on the front of the lines and "stretching force so large and is 




no stretch stretching force so 
large and is feeling 
as though it may 
tear the muscle 
Post-test 
Date : 
no stretch stretching force so 
large and is feeling 
as though it may 





Dominant leg : L / R 
Thigh length : 
Lower electrode site : 
CPM dynamometer height: Length oftube : 
Pre-Test Post-Test 
— Date Date 
ROM ofknee / 
degree 
Torque at end 
point / Nm 
Rating of stretch 
perceived / cm 
EEMG/ mV 
Isokinetic testing 607sec~~ 1207sec~~ 2407sec~"~607sec 1207sec~~ 2407sec 
“con ecc con ecc con ecc con ecc con ecc con ecc 
Peak torque / Nm 
Best work / J 
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